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Jesuit move approved, parking questioned
Jennifer Talllsman
Photo Editor

spots on Mirimar are needed too
much to be ehminated.
Nojohn Carroll University students or ad m i mstra tors were
present at Monday's meeting to
discuss the elimination of parking spaces on Miramar.
Before council was to vote on

allow the jesuits to build the residence, with the condition of ehm1·
nating parking on Miramar Boulevard.
Shortly after the motion
passed, Law Director Alan Wolk
alerted the council that the vote
was invalid because a quorum was

On Oct. 7, the University
Heights City Council approved a
plan to allow a Jesuit residence
house to be built on Miramar Boulevard. The original plan included
a condition to eliminate all parking on Miramar, but Council voted
to consider the parking issue separately.
"They [JCU] treat commuters as
The motion did not spec ifyw h y
parking on Mirimar was consecond class citizens who pay $:120
nected to the Jesuit residence issue.
for a parking pass and are forced to
The motion also red uced the
num berof parkingspacesallowed
anyway."
at the new jesuit site, made pos- park on the
sible by John Carroll University's
written authorization to permit
UH Police Chief Charles LoBello
the overflow of cars at the Jesuit
residence to park on campus.
"JCU administrators come in at the motion, several council mem- not met. The council then re-voted
8:00 in the morning when there is bers and University Heights Po- on w her her or not the parking and
plenty of parking," sa1d one JCU lice Chief Charles LoBello, ex- jesuit issues should be combined
faculty member. "Therefore, they pressed theirviewsagainst mclud- in the same motion This time the
don't fully understand how bad mg the parking, condition \n 1hc one cnn nu\ rx- rson chanr,ed h\s
r ut
r
i
ompt
parldng ts around II'OOa.m. He Jesuit motion.
added that on-campus parking is vote to remove the parking condi- dition was taken our of rhe m~
tion.
so limited, that he has had to park tion from the motion.
With the parkmgcondLtion reLoBello argued that eliminaton Miramar several times.
moved
from the motion, several
ing
parking
on
Miramar
would
He added that the 50 parkin~
help to increase safety, but in the council members changed their
long run it would just diffuse the vote to pass the motion itself, apparking problem to thesurround- proving the consnuction of a Jeingstreets. "The 50 cars would have suit residence.
Amy Kerner, a junior at JCU,
to find some place to go," LoBello
said. "They might parkillegallyor was pleased to hear that she will
in private lots on Fairmount be- still be able to park on Miramar
cause
there are not enough spots for the time being. "It would defiHouse of Representatives detailnitely bean inconvenience if those
on
campus."
ing the appropriation of univerThe vote was tied between spots were not there," Kerner said.
sity funds to organizations." A
budget plan must be agreed on by council members. University "A lot of students really depend
both the Senate and House of Rep- Heights Mayor Beryl Rothschild's on those spaces."
According to LoBello, Umverresentatives, or the original tie breaking vote kept the parking
sity
He1ghts doesn't have a parkcondition in the motion. The moproposial will stand.
mg
problem,
butJCU does. He said
tion
itself
passed
with
the
mayor's
According to SU President
he
is
torn
between
the residents
that
second
tie
breaking
vote.
At
Dora lice Tavolario, the rationale
see MIRAMAR, page 3
point the motion was passed to
see SABB, page 2

street

Parking on Miramar Boulevard was nearly eliminated at Monday
night's University Heights Council Meeting. The issue is still
being discussed.

SABB up for referendutn vote,
needs student approval to pass
Casey Yandek
Staff Reporter

On Nov. 4 and 5, the John Carroll student .body will have the
opportunity to vote on a referendum endorsed by the Student
Union that would, according to
the Student Activities Budget
Board (SABB) proposal, "restructure the university system for
funding student organizations."
According to the Student
Union legislation, 50 percent of
the total student body must vote
on the referendum for it 10 be
implemented. Currently the SU
is recons1deri ng the percentage of
the number of students needed
for referendum approval, via a
new Elections Code bill that was
projx,sed to the SU on Tuesday by
Chief justice James Sullivan. The
new code is still under consideration for approval by the Union.
"T he bi II under consideration
has been designed with the SABB
proposal in mind, but it was in no
way proposed solely for the sake
of the SABB," said Sullivan.
Last April, the Student Union
endorsed a plant hat, if passed by
thestudent bodythisfall, will create two new governing bodies
wnhin the Student Union: a Student Activities Budget Board and
a House of Representatives.
The SABB would assume the
responsibilityof allocating funds
to the chartered student orgam-

zationsoncampus,a task handled
in previous years by Rev. Richard
P.Salmi,SJ., vice presidentforstudent affairs, and L1sa Heckman,
d irector of student activities.
Each year, the university designates $30,000 to be divided
among the student organizations.
This money has been allocated to
the organizations by Salmi and
Heckman.
Th~ House of Representatives,
which will be initiated by the approval of the referendum, is composed of one representa tive from
each of the approximately 75
chartered student organizations
atjCU. The House of Representatives will select two members of
the SABB. The or her three membersof the SABBwould be chosen
by the Student Union Senate,
while two faculty or staff members appointed by Salmi.
The job of the panel would be
to review the budget proposals
submitted by each organization
and then to allocate the funds as
they deem appropriate
According to the plan, "All orgamzations will be required to
submit a projected budget ro the
SABB by February l of each school
year." After all budget proposals
are in place, the SABB wt!l meet
wnh members of various organizations and discuss the proposals.
The SABB will then, "propose to
the Student Umon Senate and

Catchin' some zzzz's

A student takes a much needed nap in the library during a hect1c school day.
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NEWS BRIEFS john Carroll TEAMS up to promote
JCU to send gift to Pope on 50th
Pope john Paul II will celebrate the 50th
anniversary of his ordination as a priest on Nov. 1.
Members of the John Carroll community are invited
to participate in a spiritual bouquet that will be sent
to the Pope from the Catholic Diocese of Cleveland.
The bouquet will include an offering of prayers,
readings of scripture, rosaries and corporal and
spiritual works of mercy. Anyone interested in
participating should fill out a form available in St.
Francis Chapel by next Monday, Oct 14.
Ruland to read and interpret his poems
Rev. Vernon Ruland, SJ. will read and interpret
several of his own poems at a presentation tonight,
Oct.lO, titled, "Faith and Doubt." Ruland's writings
center on the point of intersection between psychology, religious studies and literature. The presentation
will be held at 7:30p.m, in the Jardine Room. It is
sponsored by JCU's departments of psychology and
religious studies, and it is free and open to the public.
Student reps. to meet with UH council
Student Union President Doralice Tavolario,
junior Karen Kovacic and sophomore joe Wholley will
serve as student representatives to periodically meet
with a member of University Heights Council,
Kovacic said. Kovacic and Whalley are members of
the Student Union Student Issues Committee. The
students and council member will meet tO discuss
issues involving the university and the city and to
form a "happy medium" between the two, Kovacic
said. Students with any suggestions for the student
representatives should contact them in the Student
Union office.
Organizations' signs taken from Atrium
Several organizations have recently reported tq
the office of student activities that signs they hung in
the Atrium have been taken down . "People are taking
down other people's signs," said Dora lice Tavolario,
Student Union president at Tuesday's SU meeting. "![
someone has a sign up, and it's [current!, it has the
nght to hang in the Atrium." According to Tavolario,
the lrawm o{ Ph.i Alpha Chi is the only group
aut ot u
r
ft
m.
Planning Committee to discuss parking
The University Heights Planning Committee
will meet at University Heights City Hall on Wednesday, Oct 30, at 7:30p.m. to discuss parking on the
streets surroundingJohn Carroll's campus, according
to Dora lice Tavolario, Student Union president. •As
many students as possible should be there to voice
their opinions," she said at Tuesday's SU meeting.
Toronto tickets on sale through Friday
The junior and sophomore classes are sponsoring a trip to Toronto, Nov.15-17. Highlights of the trip
include Toronto night life, Niagara Falls and Andrew
Lloyd Webber's musical, The Phantom of the Opera.
Non-refundable down payments of $50 are being
taken in the Atrium today, Thursday, Oct.lO, and
tomorrow, Friday Oct. H. Tota I cost of the trip is $99
per person, or $149 per person if "Phantom" tickets are
purchased. Seating is limited.
Ntws Unefs wert compiltd byChtrtt Shoczen, newsed1to'

alcohol awareness on campus
Melinda Janowicz

As a campus-wide activity, Alcohol Awareness Week starred
long ago. It's been around as long
as anyone can remember,
Heckman said.
Detesco said something fun is
planned for each day of TEAM
Week "I hope people take advantage of the programs," she said.
"They are informative, but they

crowd," Detesco said.
On Wednesday,Oct. 23,at 4pm.
John Carroll's TEAM Week,
the second annual "Smart Bar" will
be held in the Atri urn. "Smart Bar"
which is devoted to issues of alcohol awareness and education, will
is a Greek non-alcoholic drink
begin after fall break on Sunday,
contest held in the Atrium,
Oct. 20.
Detesco said. Everyone on their
"This year we want to take an
way to dinner wil1 have an opportunitytovote for their favorite nonactive approach to bringing issues
alcoholic drink made by members
of alcohol to the student body,"
john
of
said Mary Jude
Detesco, grad uCarroll's soate assistant to
rorities and
"We are not saying no one should ever
both thedeanof
fraternities,
students and
Detescosaid.
drink, we are saying they should learn
the director of
"Last year
student activiwe had a
to drink responsibly."
ties.
great turn"People get
out,"
she
Lisa Heckman
defensive with
said. "It 's
the name Alcogood to get
the fraternihol Awareness
Week," Detesco said. As a result, should be enjoyable."
ties and sororities involved."
this year the name was changed
"We need to give students the
Thursday, Oct. 24, will be a
from Alcohol Awareness Week to opportunity to get involved while "Night of Sharing and Caring." lt
TEAM Week (Teaching Effective learning to manage alcohol," is a time for students to come and
Alcohol Awareness).
Heckman said. "Weare not saying talk about issues related to alcoThe new name is appropriate no one should ever drink, we are hol Whetherthey have a friend or
because "we are taking more of a saying they should learn to drink family member with a drinking
problem, or they are just worried
team approach, the students help responsibly."
Although coming off of fall aboutsomeone,everyonewillbeneach other," Detesco said. "l think
the old name had negative conno- break makes TEAM Week more efit, said Detesco.
tations from the start."
difficult to organize, plenty of ac"St udentsget toget her and talk,
TEAM week is sponsored by tivities have been planned for the so people don't feel they are the
the Student Activities Office as an week, Detesco said.
only ones affected by alcohol,"
informative service to students,
TEAM Week begins Sunday, Detesco said.
On Friday, Oct. 25, there will be
Detesco said.
Oct. 20, with l0:30p.m. mass in St.
"We are not preaching 'don't Francis Chapel.
a trip to Patterson Fruit Farm and
[drink],'" Detesco said "The goa lis
On Monday, Oct. 21, at 7 p.m. a hay ride for students interested
not to preach but to bring infor- the movies "When a Man Loves a in attending.
On Saturday, Oct. 26 there will
Woman" and "Clean and Sober"
mation to the students."
According to Lisa Heckman, will be shown in thejardine Room. be a trip to a haunted house, and
On Tuesday, Oct. 22, at 7 p.m. the fraternity Alpha Rho Omega
<Ul~.IQJ(_ ,of stude.J:u; a~;tl vi ties,
TEAM week is meant to makestu- motiv a ti onal spea ker Bobby is sponsoring the band Hypnotic
dents aware of the consequences Petrocelli will speak to students Clambake.
"These are non-alcoholic weekof drinking and of not being in and staff in the LSC Conference
endactivities,"said Detesco. "They
Room.
control.
Petrocelli travels across the are social programs that provide
"Studems don't want to confront their problems, they try to country speaking about the death an alternate activity to drinking"
Detescosaidsheis hoping fora
avoid the issue," Freshman of his wife due to a drunk driver.
"We are hoping to get a big good student turnout this year.
Zachary Padolinsky said.
Staff Reporter

Student body to vote on SABB proposal
continued from page 1
for the designation of three representatives by the Senate and only
two House Representatives on the
SABB is because less than 50 percent of the student population is
involved in organizations. The
Senate, which represents the entire student body, will have one
more representative than the
House, which representsonlystudent organizations, she said.
The entire plan, devised by

former SUPresidentJohnCranley,
is unique in that, if passed, the
House of Representatives would
be the first of its kind at any university in the country, and would
allow for total student control of
their organizational funding.
Tavolario said the overall plan
is very important to the student
body. "This [proposal] is phenomenal,"shesaid. "{Thestudents]will
have a voice in government that
they do not have anywhere else.

WednesdJ.y al 9 p m.

We need an attitude change!
We are currcntltJ seel~ing fun, posilive people to
service our guests! We've rai cd our standards,
arKI need immediote wait staff members!
If uou want to be part of a NEW ATIITUDE,
applu in per on to<Jaul
No CXptfiCI\l C 1\Cl(CXJf\J,jUSt 0 urc{lf OtlitucJC.

RUBY TUESDAY RESTAURANT
BfACI IWOOD PAVILLION W.LL
24:~l.'i CHACJRIN WID,

464-2700

lADIES NIGHT
T~d2y

at 9 p.m

KARAOKE CONTEST
(Prizes for al l

Drink coupons for !he Ladies
compllmenu of DJ. Dance De lire

winners)

FOOTBALL
AND WING NIGHT

Sunday

20CENTWI GS
BEER SPECIALS
Indians and Football pool!

•
••
•
•
•

..•

Thunday

COLLEGE NIGHT

MOR(bl

••••••••••••••••••••••••••

OJ and Drink Specials!
0) Chuck RJmbaldo

This plan really benefits the clubs
and organizations, not the Student
Union." Furthermore, JCU is the
only Jesuit university in the
United States that does not currently have a Student Activities
Budget Board.
The issue of organizational
charter is key to the creation of
the SABB, said Tavolario. Because
the Student Union holds the right
to grant charters for student organizations, they have the best
knowledge as to what each group
is doing with its money.
However, it is Salmi and
Heckman, not the Student Union,
who have previously been in
charge of allocating the $30,000
to organizations.
"We (the Student Union and
Salmi] were always working
againsteachother,"said Tavolario.
"There was no collaboration. No
one could be rewarded for their
actions with more money."
Students will be given the opportunity to vote on the proposal
on Nov. 4 and 5. If it passes, the
proposal will be signed by
Tavolario and Salmi, and will go
intoeffectimmediately. "This plan
wi II cause the students to take into
more account who they are voting
for(i ntheSenate elections], because
they will have more of a say in
how the students' money is used,"
said Tavolano.
Gina Girardot, editor-in-chief,
contributed to this article.
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Audience falls asleep Half of freshmen hail from Cleveland
• h t concert
at late-nig
Wendy Maxlan
Staff Reporter

Robert Rich, a nationally
known musician, presented a live,
all -night sleep concert last Sawrday w more than a dozen people
who spent the night in the SAC
Conference Room .
"The music [was] aimed at the
space in between sleep and
dreams," Rich said at a pre-concen interview on WUJC. "Basically, it's a way of getting people to
be in music all night."
The music also "influences
dream states of people and hopefullymakesthemdreammorevividly," said Jeffrey Johansen , associate professor of biology and organizer of the concert.
Concen-goers slept in their
sleeping bags on the floor of the
SAC Conference Room while Rich
played live musicf rom about 11:30
p.m. Saturday until7 a.m. Sunday.
Themusicwasamixtureof drones
and natural noises which Rich had
collected [rom around the world ,
he said.
"This was a real unique situation," said Johansen. John Carroll
is one of nine live concert sites in
Rich's nationwide tour, according
to johansen, who was responsible
for bringing Rich wplayJohn Carroll.
Additionally, this was the first
time in Rich's 15-yearcareer that a
live sleep concerr was simulcast
over the radio, Johansen said. It
wasalsoRich'sfirstlivesleepconcen since 1986and the first of two

1

~p

n~;J:r~p

a·

tour.
Rich began building his own
synthesizers in his early teens so
he"coulddothe musiclhe]wanted
to." He has released 19 full-length

albums. According to Rich,
"Rainforest" is his best selling al bum. "Chill Crown" was popular
at raves in the early 90s. The latter
was especially popular in Europe,
Rich said.
The audience was small, consistingof 5John Carroll students
and 11 other audience members.
The low turnout was due to the
fact that notices announcing the
concertweredistributedthesame
day as the concert and some ticket
holders did not show, Johansen
said.
"I was surprised that not many
students went," said freshman
Janette Dinishak "I hope that
there's another sleep concert and
more students go."
That John Carroll gO[ to host
the concert was a privilege, said
Matt Terlop, a junior transfer student. "More people should go next
time."
However, '1Rich] wasn't disappointed with the size Iof the audience] because of the simulcast,"
according to Johansen.
It is hard to tell how big the
audience was because one can't
tell how many people listened to
the concerron the radio,Johansen
said.
Overall, the concert went as
planned, according to Johansen.
"The concert started a liu le late,
but went very well."
Both Terlop and Dinishak
agreed.
"Everything(Rich]said would
happen happened ," according to
inishak. "It was a nea
ence.
"ltwasoneofthemostrelaxing
experiences lever had," said Terlop.
"When I woke up, !felt so at peace
and so relaxed. It was amazing."

Tom O'Konowltz
percent of the class. Phtladelphia,
She dtd state that 85 percent of
ASSIStant News Editor
Washmgton, D.C.. and Baltimore minoritiesatJohnCarroll are from
The Class of 2000, this year's comb1ned make up 06 percent of the Greater Cleveland area, and a
freshmanclass,consistsof778stu- the class, accordmg to the report
large amount live on campus.
dents, down from the university's
"Wejustdon'thavethenational
Ofallfreshman,83percentlive
all-timehighlastyearof847fresh- expo urc," Runcosaid "(Torecrult oncampus,downfrom86percent
men, according to a university re- nationally] we're going to have to last year
port .
develop a new plan that will mean
According w the report, the acThe report followed the ere- more personal sell ing."
ceptance rate of applicants reat ion of the Committee
mained close to the
for Undergraduate Ensameaslastyear,at89
rollment, which was
''We're the school of choice
percent.
instituted by Provost
The average high
Frederick Travis at the
for Cleveland.
we're still
school grade point
request of President
averageoftheclassis
Johnj.Shea ,Sj.,toanaho'~'~t"ng OUr OWn OUt Of tOIUlln n
3.24, down .06 from
lyze the state of enrollIU
"'' •
last year's average,
ment and shape a plan
which was the highfor the future.
Laryn Runco
est in at least five
Laryn Runco, direcyears
Averagetestscores
tor of admissions at
John Carroll, presented the report
She said that the currenurend and high school class rankings reon the 1996 entering freshman is that people are becoming more mained close to the same as past
class at the year's first faculty fo- and more provincial, not wanting years.
rummeeting,whereseveralmem- to leave their areas. It would reAs of right now, no major
bers inquired about the rumored quire more nme and effort tore- changes in the recruiting process
possibility that the school will cruit them.
have been announced by the combegin recruiting more heavily out"There will be costs Ito recruit- mince, which is beginning a three
of -state.
ingout-of state],"Runcosaid. "But year process.
Currently, 54.2 percent of the there will be benefits, too."
"I see us as a great school on the
freshman class is from the Greater
The report also listed the brink o£ even more greatness,"
Cleveland area, the highest since multicultural enrollment stat is- Runco said. 'We are trying to seek
before 1993.
tics fort he freshman class. Under change [rom strength not weak"We're the school of choice [or eight percent of all freshmen are ness."
Cleveland,"Runcosaid. "But we're minorities. African-Amencans
She aid that sinceJCU has bestill holding our own out of town." make up 3.5 percent of the class, come the city's choice for college,
The next closest regional pull while Asians and Pacific Island - "we want to take that elsewhere."
is from the Pittsburgh area at 6 ~9 ers make 2.4 percent of the class.
percent, while 6.3 percent come Hispanics account for 1.6 percent
from Buffalo, Rochester and Syra- of the class.
cuse combined. Both were slight
Runco cited several barriers in
increases from past years.
recruiting minorities, such as ad"We've recruited the East Coast aptation 10 the suburban setting
for the past seven or eight years," for some, lack of scholarships ofRunco said. "But it does not con- fered and heavy recruiting by
vert well."
other universities
Youn stown, Akron and an"f irst cneratio n co\\c c 5tu
percent dentstra lttonaUycfonotgoasfar
each of the class. Students also away from home for college,"
come from Detroit, Columbus, Runco said. "Minority students
Cincinnati, Dayton, Erie and To- are very of ten first generation colledo, each supplying one to two lege students."

But

Miramar Blvd. parking may be eliminated
continued from page 1
who want strict enforcement of
parking on Miramar and students,
who depend on those spaces.
"JCU has the responsibility to
address and handle their parking
problem. They treat commuters as
second class citizens, whopay$120
fora parking pass and are forced to
park on thestreeranyway," LoBello
said.
Dean of Students Joseph Farrell said thatJCU's parking prob-

lem is a positive one. "It means
that we are a healthy university,
and it's a product that people
want," Farrell said.
"Those 50 students would be
looking for parking [or an awful
long time."
As parking was nearly banned
on Miramar on Monday night, no
students were present to voice
their opinions.
The planningcommission will
hold a committee meeting Oct 30

at 7:30p.m. wdiscuss the possibility of eliminating parking on
Miramar in the future. The meeting will be open for public disc ussian.
According to Kerner, there
should be more student representation at city council meetings.
"Nobody's going to look out of us,"
she said. "We have to look out for
ourselves," said Kerner.
TomO'Konowitz,assistant news
editor, con t ri bured to this artie Ie.

--

Wboareyou.

Who an~ I?

"Let's Talk"
A frank dialogue between students

Come to the Wolf·N-Pot
Tuesday, October IS at 6 p.m.
sponsored by
Student Activities
and BUSA

Jim Wand entertained over 500 people on Friday night when he hypnotized approximately 15
students. It was the highest turnout for a student activity in recent years .
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]CU to send gift to Pope on 50th
Pope john Paul II will celebrate the 50th
anniversary of his ordination as a priest on Nov. I.
Mem hers of the john Carroll community are invited
to participate in a spiritual bouquet that will be sent
to the Pope from the Catholic Diocese of Cleveland.
The bouquet will include an offering of prayers,
readmgs of scripture, rosaries and corporal and
spiritual works of mercy. Anyone interested in
participating should fill out a form available m St.
Francis Chapel by next Monday, Oct. 14.
Ruland to read and interpret his poems
Rev. Vernon Ruland, SJ. will read and interpret
several of his own poems at a presentation tonight,
Oct.lO, titled, "Faith and Doubt." Ruland's writmgs
center on the point of intersection between psychology, religious studies and literature. The presentation
will be held at 7:30p.m. in thejardine Room It 1s
sponsored by jCU's departments of psychology and
religious studies, and it is free and open to the public.
Student reps. to meet with UH council
Student Union President Dora lice Tavolario,
JUnior Karen Kovacic and sophomore joe Wholley will
serve as student representatives to periodically meet
with a member of University Heights Council
Kovacic said. Kovacic and Wholley are members of
the Student Union Student Issues Committee. The
students and council member will meet to discuss
issues involving the university and the city and to
form a "happy medium" between the two, Kovacic
said. Students with any suggestions for the student
represenrati ves should contact them in the Student
Union office
Organiz:ations' signs taken from Atrium
Several organizations have recently reported 19
the office of student activities that signs they hung in
the Atrium have been taken down. "People are taking
down other people's signs," said Dora lice Tavolario,
Student Union president at Tuesday's SU meeting. "If
someone has a sign up, and it's [current], it has the
right to hang in the Atrium." According to Tavolario,
the
of Phi Alpha Chi is the only group
r
ldl f
m.
Planning Committee to discuss parking
The University Heights Planning Committee
will meet at University Heights City Hall on Wednesday, Oct. 30, at 7:30p.m . to discuss parking on the
streets surroundingJohn Carroll's campus, according
to Dora lice Tavolario, Student Union president. "As
many students as possible should be there to voice
their opinions," she said at Tuesday's SU meeting.
Toronto tickets on sale through Friday
The junior and sophomore classes are sponsoring a trip to Toronto, Nov. 15-17. Highlights of the trip
include Toronto nightlife, Niagara Falls and Andrew
Lloyd Webber's musical, The Phantom of the Opera.
Non-refundable down payments of $50 are being
taken in the Atrium today, Thursday, Oct. 10, and
tomorrow, Fnday Oct.ll. Total cost of the trip is $99
per person, or $149 per person if "Phantom" tickets are
purchased. Seating is limited.
Ntws8rief> were compiled by Cherie Skoczen, news edt tor
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John Carroll TEAMS up to promote
alcohol awareness on campus
Melinda Janowicz
Staff Reporter

john Carroll's TEAM Week,
which is devoted to issues of alcoholawarenessand education, wi II
begin after fall break on Sunday,
Oct20.
"This year we want to take an
active approach to bringing issues
of alcohol to the student body,"
said Mary Jude
Detesco, grad uate assistant to
both thedeanof
students and
the director of
student activities.
"People get
defensive with
the name Alcohol Awareness
Week," Detesco said. As a result,
this year the name was changed
from Alcohol Awareness Week to
TEAM Week (Teaching Effective
Alcohol Awareness).
The new name is appropriate
because "we are taking more of a
team approach, the students help
each other," Detesco said. "I think
the old name had negative connota tions from the stan."
TEAM week is sponsored by
the Student Acti vitiesOffice as an
informative service to students,
Detesco said.
"We are not preaching 'don't
[drink]."Detescosaid "The goal is
not to preach but to bring i nformation to the students."
According to Lisa Heckman,
~IQ oi stude.nt. activities,
TEAM week is meant to make students aware of the consequences
of drinking and of not being in
control.
"Students don't want to confront their problems, they try to
avoid the issue," Freshman
Zachary Padolinsky said.

As a campus-wide activity, Alcohol Awareness Week started
long ago. It's been around as long
as anyone can remember,
Heckman said.
Detesco said something fun is
planned for each day of TEAM
Week. "I hope people take advantage of the programs," she said.
"They are informative, but they

crowd," Detesco said.
On Wednesday, Oct. 23,at 4p.m.
the second annual "Smart Bar" will
be held in the Atrium. "Smart Bar"
is a Greek non-alcoholic drink
contest held in the Atrium,
Detesco said. Everyone on their
way rodinnerwill have an opportunity to vote for their favorite nonalcoholic drink made by members
john
of
Carroll's sororities and
fraternities,
Detescosaid.
"Last year
we had a
great turnout,"
she
Lisa Heckman
said. "It's
good to get
the f raternishould be enjoyable."
ties and sororities involved."
"We need to give students the
Thursday, Oct. 24, will be a
opportunity to get involved while "Night of Sharing and Caring." It
learning to manage alcohol," is a time for students to come and
Heckman said. "Weare not saying talk about issues related to alcono one should ever drink, we are hol. Whether they have a friend or
saying they should learn to drink family member with a drinking
restxmsibly."
problem, or they are just worried
Although coming off of fall aboutsomeone,everyone will benbreak makes TEAM Week more efit, said Detesco.
"Students get together and talk,
difficult to organize, plenty of activities have been planned for the so people don't feel they are the
week, Detesco said.
only ones affected by alcohol,"
TEAM Week begins Sunday, Detesco said.
Oct. 20, with 10:30 p.m. mass in St.
On Friday, Oct. 25, there wi 11 be
a trip to Patterson Fruit Farm and
Francis Chapel.
On Monday, Oct. 21, at 7 p.m. a hay ride for students interested
the movies "W hen a Man Loves a in attending.
On Saturday, Oct. 26there will
Woman" and "Clean and Sober"
will be shown in theJardine Room. be a trip to a haunted house, and
On Tuesday, Oct. 22, at 7 p.m. the fraternity Alpha Rho Omega
moti vational speaker Bobby is sponsoring the band Hypnotic
Petrocelli will speak to students Clambake.
"These are non-alcoholic weekand staff in the LSC Conference
endactivities,"said Detesco. "They
Room.
Petrocelli travels across the are social programs that provide
country speaking about the death an alternate activity to drinking."
Detesco said she is hoping for a
of his wife due to a drunk driver.
·we are hoping to get a big good student turnout this year.

"We are not saying no one should ever

drink, we are saying they should Jearn
to drink responsibly."

Student body to vote on SABB proposal
continued from page 1
for the designation of three representatives by the Senate and only
two House Representativeson the
SA BB is because less than 50 percent of the student population is
involved in organizations. The
Senate, which represents the entire student body, will have one
more representative than the
House, which representsonlystudent organizations, she said.
The entire plan , devised by

former SUPresidentjohnCranley,
is unique in that, if passed, the
House of Representatives would
be the first of its kind at any university in the country, and would
allow for total student control of
their organizational funding.
Tavolario said the overall plan
is very important to the student
body. "This[proposal]is phenomenal,"shesaid. "[Thestudentslwill
have a voice in government that
they do not have anywhere else.

Wednc:sday at 9 p m.

We need en attitude chcngd

LADIES NIGHT
Tuesday at 9 p .m.

KARAOKE CONTEST

We are currenti~J eeking t'un, positive people to
service our guests! We've raised our landards,
and need immcclitlte wait taff members!
It' ~JOU want to be pari of a NEW ATTITUDE,
apply in per on today!
NO CX[X'fiCf\( C IICUC.:X1r\j,jll5f tl QfWI OI111Udc.

RUBY TUESDAY RESTAURANT
B£ACHW_()OD PAVILLION !'!ALL
:Z432S CHA(iRIN BLVD.

464-2700

Drink coupons for Lhc l<tdies
compliments of D.J. Dance Dellte

(Prizes for all wlnners)

Thu~y

COLLEGE NIGHT

M'onday

FOOTBALL
AND WING NIGHT

OJ and Drink Specials!
D) Chuck bmbaldo

Sunday

20 CENf WINGS
BEER SPEClALS

Indians and Football pool!
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•

TillS WEEK AT PATRICK'S
~ {jfu;rJiJ!X:r.dJrJ
~ \§s)~l~lwiJil
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•
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This plan really benefits the clubs
and organizations, not the Student
Union." Furthermore, jCU is the
only Jesuit university in the
United States that does not currently have a Student Activities
Budget Board.
The issue of organizational
charter is key to the creation of
the SABB, said Tavolario. Because
the Student Union holds the right
to grant charters for student organizations , they have the best
knowledge as to what each group
is doing with its money.
However, it is Salmi and
Heckman , not the Student Union,
who have previously been in
charge of allocating the $30,000
to organizations.
"We [the Student Union and
Salmi! were always working
against each other," said Tavolario.
"T here was no collaboration. No
one could be rewarded for their
actions with more money."
Students will be given the opportunity to vote on the proposal
on Nov. 4 and 5. If it passes, the
proposal will be signed by
Tavolario and Salmi, and will go
intoeffect immediately. "This plan
will cause the students to take into
more account who they are voting
for[mthe Senateelewonsl, because
they will have more of a say in
how the students' money is used,"
said Tavolario
Gina Girardot, editor- in-chief,
contributed to 1his arl icle.
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Audience falls asleep Half of freslvnen hail from Cleveland
• h t concert
-ntg
at late
Wendy Maxlan
Staff Reporter

Robert Rich , a nanonally
known musician , presented a live,
all-night sleep concert last Saturday to more than a dozen people
who spent the night in the SAC
Conference Room .
"The music [was] aimed at the
space in between sleep and
dreams," Rich said at a pre-concert interview on WUJC. "Basically, it's a way of getting people to
be in music all night."
The music also "influences
dream states of people and hopefullymakesthemdreammorevividly," said jeffrey johansen, associate professor of biology and organizer of the concert.
Concert-goers slept in their
sleeping bags on the floor of the
SAC Conference Room while Rich
played live music from about ll:30
p.m. Saturday until? a.m. Sunday.
Themusicwasamixtureof drones
and naturalnoiseswhichRich had
collected from around the world,
he said.
"This was a real unique situation ," said johansen. john Carroll
is one of nine live concert sites in
Rich's nationwide tour, according
to johansen, who was responsible
for bringing Rich to play john Carroll.
Additionally, this was the first
time in Rich'sl5-yearcareerthata
live sleep concert was simulcast
over the radio, johansen said. It
was also Rich 's first live sleep concert since l986and the first of two
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tour.
Rich began building his own
synthesizers in his early teens so
he"coulddothemusic[he]wanted
to." He has released 19 full-length

Tom O'Konowltz
Assistant News Editor
The Class of 2000, this year's
freshmanclass,consistsof778stualbums. According to Rich, dents, down from the umversny's
"Rainforest" is his best selling al- all-time high lastyearof 847 freshbum. "Chill Crown" was popular men, according to a universtty reat raves in the early 90s. The latter port.
wasespeciallypopularin Europe,
The report followed the ereRich said.
ation of the Committee
The audience was small, con- for Undergraduate Ensisting of 5 John Carroll students rollment, which was
and 11 other audience members. instituted by Provost
The low turnout was due to the Frederick Travis at the
fact that notices announcing the request of President
concert were distributed the same johnj. Shea, SJ, lO anaday as the concert and some ticket lyze the state of enrollholders did not show, johansen ment and shape a plan
for the furure.
said.
Laryn Runco, direc"I was surprised that nor many
students went," said freshman tor of admissions at
janette Dinishak. "I hope that john Carroll, presented the report
there's a not her sleep concert and on the 1996 entering freshman
class at the year's first faculty fomore students go."
That John Carroll got to host rum meeting, where several memthe concert was a privilege, said bers inquired about the rumored
Matt Terlop, a junior transfer stu- possibility that the sc hool will
dent. "More people should go next begin recruiting more heavily outof -state.
time."
Currently, 54.2 percent of the
However, "[Rich] wasn't disappointed with the size [of the audi- freshman class is from the Greater
ence] because of the simulcast," Cleveland area, the highest since
before 1993.
according to johansen.
"We're the school of choice for
It is hard to tell how big the
audience was because one can't Cleveland," Runco said. "But we're
tell how many people listened to still holding our own out of town."
The next closest regional pull
the concert on the radio,johansen
is from the Pittsburgh area at 6:9
said .
Overall, the concert wenr as percent, while 6.3 percent come
planned, according to johansen. from Buffalo, Rochester and Syra"The concert started a little late, cuse combined. Both were slight
increases from past years.
but went very well."
"We've recruited the East Coast
Both Terlop and Dinishak
for the past seven or eight years,"
agreed.
"Everything [Riehl said would Runco said. "But it does not conhappen happened," according to vert well ."
You
town, Akron and anin·shak. "It was a neat ex riP
percent
ence."
each
of
the
class.
Students
also
"It was one of the mostrelaxing
experiences lever had," said Terlop. come from Detroit, Columbus,
"When I woke up, I felt so at peace Cincinnati. Dayton, Erie and Toledo, each supplying one to two
and so relaxed. It was amazing."

continued from page 1

She did state that85 percent of
minorillesatJohnCarroll arefrom
the Greater Cleveland area, and a
large amount live on campus.
Of all freshman ,83percentlive
on campus, down from 86percent
last year.
According tot he report, the acceptance rate of applicants remained close to the
same as last year,at89
percent.
The average high
school grade point
average of the class is
3.24, down .06 from
last year's average,
which was the highRunco
est in at least five
years.
Averagetestscores
and high school class rankings remained close to the same as past
years.
As of right now, no major
changes in the recruiting proce.ss
have been announced by the committee, which is beginning a three
year process.
"I see us as a great school on the
brink of even more greatness,"
Runcosaid. "We are trying to seek
change from strength not weakness."
She aid that sinceJCU has become the city's choice for college,
"we want to take that elsewhere."

"We're the school of choice

for Cleveland. But we're still

holding our own out of town."

Miramar Blvd. parking may be eliminated
who want strict enforcement of
parking on Miramar and students,
who depend on those spaces.
"jCU has the responsibility to
address and handle their parking
problem. They treat comm utersas
second class citizens, whopay$120
fora parking pass and areforced to
park on thestreetanyway,"LoBello
said.
Dean of Students joseph Farrell said thatJCU's parking prob-

percent of the class. Philadelphia,
Washington, D.C. and Baltimore
combmed make up .06 percent of
the class, accordmg to the report.
"We just don't have the nationa 1
exposure," Runco said. "[To recruit
nanonallyl we're going to have to
develop a new plan that will mean
more personal selling."

!ern is a positive one. "It means
that we are a healthy university,
and it's a product that people
want," Farrell said.
"Those 50 students would be
looking for parking for an awful
long time."
As parking was nearly banned
on Miramar on Monday night, no
students were present to voice
their opinions.
The pla nni ngcommission will
hold a committee meeting Oct. 30

at7:30 p.m. to discuss the possibility of eliminating parking on
Miramar in the future. The meeting will be open [or public discussion.
According to Kerner, there
should be more student representation at city council meetings.
"No body's going to look out of us,"
she said. "We have to look out for
ourselves," said Kerner.
Tom O'Konowitz, assistant news
editor, contri bured to 1his article.

Laryn
She said that the current trend
is that people are becoming more
and more provincial, not wanting
to leave their areas. lt would require more time and effort torecruit them.
"There will be costs [to recruiting out-of state!." Runco said. "But
there will be benefits, too.'
The report also listed the
multicultural enrollment statistics forthefreshman class. Under
eight percent of all freshmen are
minorities. African-Americans
make up 3.5 percent of the class,
while Asians and Pacific Island ers make 2.4 percent of the class.
Hispanics account for 1.6 percent
of the class.
Runco cited several barriers in
recruiting minorities, such as adaptation to the suburban setting
for some, lack of scholarships offered and heavy recruiting by
other universities.
"Fnst enerauon co\\c e ~ tu
dentstraditionatlydonotgoasfar
away from home for col lege,"
Runco said. "Minority students
are very often ft rst generation college students."

Happy Birthday Lucrrzia
Cu licch i.a!

Wboareyou?

Who ami?

''Let's Talk''
A frank dialogue between students

Come to the Woii·N-Pot
Tuesday, October IS at 6 p.m.
sponsored by
Student Activities
and BUSA

Jim Wand entertained over 500 people on Friday night wren he hypnotized approximately 15
students. It was the highest turnout for a student activity in recent years.
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Voters may take a gamble with Issue 1

Fox becomes third all news channel
Fox television launched the Fox News Channel last Monday.
making it the third all·news cable station. The station, based in
Manhattan, is a 24-hour news and talk station that will be com·
peting with CNN and MSNBC for viewers. Fox News has assembled some 500 jmrnahstsand technicians under thedirection
of Roger Ailes, theforme.rGeorge Bush media adviser. It has been
given a $100 million budget for its first year, not including the
payments made to cable operators to induce them to ;tdd Fox
News to their crowded scheduks. The station will have 10minute news segments every half hour. with 2o-minute blocks
each hour devoted to special subjects such as health. politics and
business.

New BIDs support to spruce up downtown areas
The federal General Services Admmistration announced last
week that it will be assisting increased improvements to downtown areas across the country through their participation with
business improvement districts (BIDs). ln a BID, businesses or
property owners m a neighborhood pay a fee on top of their
normaltaxestofund servicesfortheirarea. Administration membersstated that their participation will help to make BIDs one of
the most popular ways for cities to clean up their downtowns The
administration will help pay for security; maintenance and cleaningserivces that will improve the attractiveness and safety of the
downrowns.

Discovery proves "Gulf War illness• real proble-m
A U.N. study released last week reported that nerve agents were
stored in several Iraqi bunkers that were destroyed by American
troopsduringthe Persian Gulf War. Thedemolhion unknowingly
sentchemicalsand nerveagentsdrifting toward American troops,
and it is believed that th.e agents caused thousands of them to
contract the 'Gulf War illness: The discovery disproved the
Pentagon's long-standing contention that US. troops experiencing the illness' symptoms had not been exposed to chemical
agents In Iraq. Defense Secretary William]. Perry has ordered a
rush effort to determine how many soldiers may have been affected by the low level poison. It is estimated that at least 15,000

US n-oops may baM been eqiCIMd...fA-4~UtPlJIIIIIUiilitlllliL4
that number is expected to rise as new data arrives.

\\Vrld Briefs were compiled by joe Wholley,Assistant lnt. News&
Business Editor, with the aid of wire souras.

an undergraduate study
cibroad program in Classica~
Byzantint and
Modmt Greek studies

BEAVER COLLECE
STVDY IN ~REECE
The Bu.tt CoUtgo: Study jn Greece program is d.,igncd 10 provide Nonh
American students with a oomprdocnsn'( academic and rull11r21 apmr:nce
including opportuniti., to undcruke •cx:redited upper diruion colicgt cou~
cs in ~ical, Byzantine and Modm. Grtek srudies. Our prognm featu.ces:

+lcadmhip and ttxhiag by r=gnizt.d sd!olaa
+ inttn.Sift ust of loal rtsoWCC$ for fidel study
+ required nucly of moclWl Grtek

+student apmments in a local neighborhood
+ field-study trips
+ pr:ogram-amngod rultural and soa.1 activiti.,
Our program cmpb.siu:s. aporicnti.al laming :and uses the country :and its
people u :an mmsion of rhe dassroom. Srudems mjoy indmdw.liud attention and an r:nroll in • S<:m<SUr or a fUll-y= program with couna on
offtt in mas as ruious as O..Uical Unguagcs llld Li~m~Urt. Modau
Greek Politics, tht Byzantine Tr:adition and Mcditmancan Ecology.

Speak to your study abto.d advisor about &...er Collcgt prognms or all
for • 1m catalog tod.ty.

1.888.BEAVER,9 (1.888.232.8379)
cea@ beaver.edu
http://www.beaver.edu/cea/

HANG WITH THE CLUB CRAWLER
Get on the Net to fmd out
what's hot (and what's not) in the
Cleveland night club scene.
Catch up with the Club Crawler at
Alt. Cleveland
on Cleveland's brave new Web site-Cleveland Live.
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Lecture series brings worldly perspective to Carroll

Meagan lynch

bling is a boost in Ohio tourism . fear that casinos create monopoStatf Reporter
Riverboat casinos are a form of lies and tax breaks for a few
Casino gambling, despite its entertainment that Ohioans wealthy individuals. They also
entertainment value, has esca- would no longer have to travel to believe that casinos will take publated into a major force that has other states for. Ohio will recap- lie funds away simply w pay for
affected the economy, many com- turemostof an estimated $1.3 bil- the crime and compulsive gammunities,businesses,and personal lion that would go to out of state bling problems they cause. Some
lives. Today, Americans spend casinos.
estima tes ind icate thatevery$1 in
more money on gaming than on
A main contention of t hose new revenues from casinos will
sporting events, movies, and who support Issue l is that if cost0hioans$Jmsocialcostssuch
theme parks, according to propo- riverboat casinos are allowed in as infrastructures, increased fire
nentsoflssuel.Thefallcampaigns Ohio, they must be locally ap- and police protection, fraud and
for the legalization of Ohio gam - proved. Local voters can decide embezzlement..
bling are well underway. Th is is- for themselves if they want a caOpponentsoflssue1 alsoclaim
sue has both sides making strong sino in their county, and no un- that an insignificant amount of
attempts to persuade voters before wanted casinos will be forced into money will be provided to public
an area. The promoters of the le- schools. Less than three percent
the coming election.
Maintaining the belief that the galization of casino gambling be- of the basic amount that the state
legalization of casinogamblingin lieve that 1t should be extremely of Ohio says should be spent per
Ohio is beneficial to the state, the limited and regulated. The pro- pupil will actually be given .
lssuelandthe'GrowOhio!'groups posalwouldinfactpermitnomore
Additionally, opponents say
are the current leaders in the ef- than eight riverboat casino sites that casinos will makeitharderto
forts to persuade voters. The le- statewide, with three in the Cin- keep good jobs in the state. As a
galization of ca - r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , resultofriverboat
sino gambling, ac- WHAT OHIO STANDS TO WIN
gambling, percording to these
sonal costs due to
groups,willgenerabsenteeism will
ate tax revenues,
increase, t here
stimuLate
ecowill be a decline
nomicactivity,crein productivity,
ate new jobs, boost
and an increase in
tourism, and propersonal and corvide entertainporate bankruptmen!.
cies.
An economic
Anotherresult
impact study by
$
of riverboat gamthe accounting
270.3
bling. according
firm of Delaine
MILLION
to those not in faand Touche enNEW TAX
vor of it, is an intitled Economic
REVENUE
crease in social
Impact s of Casino
ANNUALLY
problems such as
Gaming on the
crim e and diffiStateofOhio, esti- L~=========---~soo~Ra~o~a~o~~~&~~~c~H~E_ _=:=:=:=:~J c ulties w ithin
matedthat$1.28billioneveryyear cinnati area, three in Cleveland, homes. Violent crime, organized
will be added into the Ohio one in Lorain, and one in the crime, and white collar crime ineconomy from on-site and non- Youngstown area.
creases as people struggle to pay
mb\i spendin . Proponents
Thisisthesecondattemptsince theirgamblingdebts. Themoney
of riverboat casi nosalso clam1 that !990 to legalize gambli ng in O hio. people lose is money that cannot
tax revenues from casinos will Right now an estimated 58 per- be spent on groceries, clothing,
strengthen Ohioschools. They say cent of Ohioans are in favor of ca- vacations, houses and soon. Casithat the state will receive $232.2 sinogambling.OpponentsofOhio noswillincreasegarnblingaddicmillion annually, and that eighty casino gambling view its legaliza- tions and inevitably place added
percent of this, or about $186 mil- tion as something that will bring stress within households, oppolion, will be transferred to the bud- increased levels of crime and hid- nents contend.
Opponents of Ohio casino
getsofOhioschools. Another$38.1 den problems that advocates of
million in other taxes for sales, riverboat casinos try to cover up.
gambling place a lot of their effort
property, food and beverage, and
ThosewhoopposeOhiocasino towards emphasizing the ethical
alcohol will be generated for a to- gambling believe that numerous concerns of gambling. Campaign
tal of $270.3 million. The study problems may occur if riverboat coalition member David Zanotti
also predicted thattheoperational casinos are broughtimoOhio. For told the media that. 'Ohio must
expenditures of $172.8 million on example , they contend that have a workforcethatcontinuesto
Ohio goods and services will riverboat owners will make mil- believethatsuccessandeconomic
gradually result in the creation of lions of dollars with legalized ca- security is built by hard work and
21,175 new jobs.
sinoswhileOhioanswilllosemore dedication to a job well done, not
Another result of casino gam- than $1 billion each year They by a lucky streak at the tables."

INTERNATIONAL r£\¥5 & BUSINESS
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Clooney discusses Hindu spirituality as Tuohy chair
Erin O'Donnell

- - - -- -

Staff Reporter
Under the sponsorship of the
Tuohy Chair of Interreligious
Studies, john Carroll University
has once again been the recipient
of a prestigious lecture series, this
time led by Rev. Francis X. Clooney,
SJ, of Boston College.
The Tuohy Cha1r, established
at John
Carroll in
1966,and
named
for the
1 a t e
Walter J
Tuohy
and his

'The Buddha Remembered" on
Oct.l, "Naked Desire in the Forest
of Yoga· on Oct. 8, "Seeing Krsna,
Seeing Everything" on Ocr.1S,and
"The Mother of the Universe" on
Oct.22. ThefinallectureisonOct.
29 and it covers "Experimenting
with Truth Gandhi's Way." All of
the lectures are followed by a brief
question and answer period, dur-

"Anyone who Is interested in
spirituality should see and
experience other religions and
cultures.,

w i f e
Mary,
brings
t heologians of
various
faiths to john Carroll for special
lecture programs and to teach religion courses.
The name of the 1996-97 Tuohy
Lecture Series is "Hindu Wisdom
for all God's Children." The series
began Sept. 24 and will run
through Oct. 29. A total of six
lectures will be held each Tuesday
in thejardme room, which begin
promptly at 8 p.m.
The topics for this year's lecture series include 'ln the Beginning, Fire and Water" on Sept. 24,

Rev. Francis X. Clooney, SJ.
ing which Clooney will gladly
answer any questions the audience may have.
Clooney received his Bachelor
of Ansdegreefrom Fordham University and a Master of Divinity
from Weston School of Theology.
He then went on to get his Ph. D.
from the University of Chicago.
Clooney has also published several books, his most recent being
Seeing Through Texts which was
published in 1996. As well as writing books, Clooney contributes to

a number of prominent journals, perience
such as thejou rna Iof Rei igion, the other rehjournal of Indian Philosophy and gionsandculTheological Studies. Clooney is a tures,' said
member of the Society of jesus, Clooney.
Addition and donates time to the American
Academy of Religion, the Catho- ally, Clooney
lic Theological Society, the Soci- said 'Hinduety of Comparative Theology and ism reminds
the Society of Hindu-Christian me of Catholicism. A
Studies.
As a young student, Clooney lot of the rituwas taught about Western phi- als and cerlosophies, but became very inter- emonies are
ested in Eastern philosophies. 1t similar.'
According
was during one of his five trips to
India that he deepened his inter- to Clooney.
est in Hinduism. It was while he Hinduism is
was teaching at a jesuit high based on the
school, where many of the young foundations
men he was teaching were of the of the self. Rev. Francis X. Clooney, SJ.
Buddhist or Hindu faith, that finding one's
Clooney expanded his interest in self and discovering one's place in people to hear about. 'If you're
Hinduism. Today, he is consid- society. The "Hindu Wisdom for looking to learn about a new faith,
ered a master of Hindu philoso- All God's Children" lecture series or looking to deepen the faith that
will helpthosewhoareinterested you already have, this series will
phy and religion.
Clooney, in addition to giving in exploring the Hindu faith as help you to do so, · said Clooney.
the lectures, is also enjoying his well as those who are trying to And, 'taking an interreligious fotime at john Carroll by teaching a strenghten or reaffirm their own cus... to help us learn from other
religions by seeing ourselves in the
course in the religious studies de- religious beliefs.
The lecture series is one based other' has been the goal of the
partment entitled 'Love of God
upon simplicity and practicality. Tuohy Lecture Senes since its inand Hinduism .'
Clooney feels that even (ores- Clooney takes the richness of In- ception in 1966, according to
pecially) students at a jesuit uni- dian tradnions and makes sense Clooney.
The lectures a ref reeand everyversity such as john Carroll can out of philosophies that may be
benefit from the teachings of Hin- dilficult for some to understand. one is invited to attend.
Editor's note:
Kristen
duism and other Eastern philoso- The lecture series is trying to give
phies. ·Anyone who is i meres ted people a good example to follow, Schneidler, lnt. News &Business
in spirituality should see and ex- providingsixspecificexamplesfor Editor, contributtd to this article.

Cautious sides seek trust in the new Mideast peace talks
Edward Cody
COThe Washington Post

Palestinian policemen armed
with AK-47 assault rifles stood in
the shade of a palm tree atone end.
lsraeli soldiers with M-16smanned
a khaki-painted watchtower and
concrete barriers at the other end.
Between them ran 400 yards of a
no man 's road, strewn with rocks,
blackened with burned tires and
heavy with lost trust.
Desolatescenessuch as thisone
on theoutskirtsof al-Bireh,a prosperous West Bank town 10 miles
north of jerusalem, are grim remindersof last week'ssudden violence in Gaza and the West Bank
ln fighting that began here, Israeli
troops and Palestinian policemen
exchanged gunfire in the territorieson a scale unprecedented since
Israel conquered them in 1.967, creating suspicious standoffs that
persist around all eight Palestinian controlled enclaves.
Fifteen Israeli soldiers and
about 60 Palestir ians, mostly civilians, were killed in the clashes.
Also gravely wounded, perhaps

Join Brian for the
best In New Music

Alt.Cleveland ... only in Cleveland Live

www .cleveland.com
The ultimate guide to Cleveland.

Requestline 397-4438

momrtl.y, wan seme-oftt!OOp!N

tion that had been building between Palestinian and Israeli securityservices in the months since
im plememation began of the Palestinian autonomy arrangements
reached in Oslo in l993and subsequent negotiations in 1994 and
1995.
Repairing the lost trust looms
as the most difficult task facing
Palestinian, Israeli and U.S. negotiators at a new round of peace
talks beginningSundayat the Erez
crossing point between Israel and
the Gaza Strip. A decision to renew the talks was the main fruit
of this week's summit in Wash-
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dent Clinton as a step in the right practical details, has~ toredirection. But unlesseachsidecan sist changing "even a comma• in
be convinced that the other is act- theagreementssigned by him and
ing in good faith, the talks are the former Israeli governments
likely to stalemate quickly, offi- headed by the late Yitzhak Rabin
'and his successor, Shimon Peres.
cials in Jerusalem predicted.
According to diplomatic
Prime Minister Benjamin
sources
informed on Arafat's
Netanyahu's conservative Likud
government has prepared de- thinking. h.e and his lieutenants
mands for security arrangements came away from the Washington
in Gaza and the West Bank, par- summit convinced Netanyahu is
ticular! y around Hebron, the last ready to abandon the peace promajor West Bank town fully occu- cess launched in Oslo unless he
pied by lsraeli troops that add can refashion the accords to match
significantly to what was agreed his security-conscious policies.
to at Oslo, they said. And Yasser This conclusion, they said, was
Arafat's Palestinian Authority, basedonNetanyahu'sdelayincar-
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from ebmb under asreafcondltions and refusal to move on that
and other issues despuc urging
from Clinton during the Washington gathering.
The lsraeli government has insisted it remains willing to follow
through on the accordsdespite the
delays since Netanyahu took
power in june. But at the same time,
Netanyahu's long-standmgdetermination to add to security precautions written into the Oslo
agreements has been strongly reinforced by what happened last
week, according to reports of senior lsraeli officials.
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Fox becomes third all news channel
Fox television launched rhe Fox News Channel last Monday,
making it the third all·news cable station. The station, based in
Manhattan, is a 2+hour news and talk station that will be com~
peting with CNN and MSNBC for viewers. Fox News has assembledsome 500 journalists and technicians underthedirection
of Roger Ailes, the former George Bush media adviser. It has been
given a $100 million budget for its first year. not including the
payments made to cable operators to induce them to add Fox
News to their crowded schedules. The station will have lQminute news segments every half hour, with 2Q-minute blocks
each hour devored to special subjects such as health, politics and
business.

New BIDs support to spruce up downtown areas
The federal General Services Admmistration announced last
week that it wilt be assisting increased improvements to downtown areas across the country through their participation with
business improvement diStricts (BIDs). In a BID, businesses or
property owners in a neighborhood pay a fee on top of their
normal taxes tofundservicesforcheirarea. Administration members stated that their participation will help to make BIDs one of
the most popular ways for cities to clean up their downtowns. The
administration will help pay for secunty,maintenance and cleaning senvces that will improve the attractiveness and safety of the
downtowns.

Discovery proves "Gulf War illness" real proble-m
A U.N. study released last week reported that nerve agents were
stored in several Iraqi bunkers that were destroyed by American
troopsduringthe Persian Gulf War. The demolition unknowingly
sentchemicalsand nerveagentsdriftlng toward American troops,
and it IS believed that the agents caused thousands of them to
contract the 'Gulf War illness.' The discovery disproved the
Pentagon's long-standing contention that U.S. troops experiencing the illness' symptoms had not been exposed to chemical
agents in Traq. Defense Secretary William). Perry has ordered a
rush effort to determine how many soldiers may have been affected by the low level poison. It is estimated that at least 15,000
US. troops may~ Mit\
P'lJB-.-L.~
rhar number is expected to rise as new data arrives.

\\brld Briefs wmcompiltd l>yjoe Wholley,Assistantlnt.News&
Business Editor, with the aid of wire souras.
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bling is a boost in Ohio tourism . fear that casinos create monopoStaftReporter
Riverboat casinos are a form of lies and tax breaks for a few
Casino gambling, despite its entertainment that Ohioans wealthy mdividuals. They also
entertainment value, has esca- would no longer have to trayel to believethatcasinoswilltakepublated into a major force that has other states for. Ohio will recap- lie funds away simply to pay for
affected the economy, many com- ture most of an estimated $1.3 bil- the crime and compulsive gammunities, businesses, and personal lion that would go to our of state bling problems they cause. Some
estimates ind icate that every $lin
lives. Today, Americans spend casinos.
more money on gammg than on
A main contention of those new revenues from casinos will
sporting events, movies, and who support Issue 1 is that if cost0hioans$Jmsocialcostssuch
theme parks, according to propo- riverboat casinos are allowed in as infrastructures, increased fire
nentsoflssue 1. The fallcampaigns Ohio, they must be locally ap- and police protection, fraud and
for the legalization of Ohio gam- proved. Local voters can decide embezzlement.
bling are well underway. This is- for themselves if they wane a caOpponentsoflssue I also claim
sue has both sides making strong sino in their county, and no un- that an insignificant amount of
attempts to persuade voters before wan ted casinos will be forced into money will be provided to public
the coming election.
an area. The promoters of the le- schools. Less than three percent
Maintaining the belief that the galization of casino gambling be- of the basic amount that the state
legalization of casino gambling in lieve that 1t should be extremely of Ohio says should be spent per
Ohio is beneficial to the state, the limited and regulated. The pro- pupil will actually be given.
Additionally, opponents say
Issue land the'GrowOhio!'groups posal would infactpermitnomore
are the current leaders in the ef- than eight riverboat casino sires thatcasinoswillmakeitharderto
forts to persuade voters. The le- statewide, with three in the Cin- keep good jobs in the state. As a
galization of c a - r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , resultofriverboat
sinogambling,ac- WHAT OHIO STANDS
WIN_______
gambling, percording to these
sonal costs due to
groups,willgenerabsenteeism will
ate tax revenues,
increase, there
stimulate
ecowill be a decline
nomicaccivity,crein productivity,
ate new jobs, boost
and an increase in
tourism, and propersonal and corvide entertainporare bankruptment.
cies.
An economic
Another result
impactstudyby
$
ofriverboatgamthe accounci ng
270.3
bling, according
firm of Deloi ere
MILLION
to those not in faand Touche enSPENTON
NEWTAX
vorofit,isanintitled Economic
OHIO:;,c;:>os
REVENUE
crease in social
Impa cts of Casino
SERVICES
ANNUALLY
problems such as
ANNUALLY
Gaming on the
crime and diffiStateofOhio, esti- L~========~----s~o~u~Rc~s~oan~~rrrn~&~ro~u~c~H~E--~=========_j c ulties within
mated that$1.28 billion every year ci nnati area, three in Cleveland, homes. Violent crime, organized
will be added into the Ohio one in Lorain, and one in the crime, and white collar crime ineconomy from on-site and non- Youngstown area.
creases as people struggle to pay
tnbling spending. Proponents
Thisisthesecondattemptsince their gambling debts The money
of riverboaccasinosalsodaim tha t l990co lega lize gambling in Ohio. people lose is money that cannot
tax revenues from casinos will Right now an estimated 58 per- be spent on groceries, clothing,
strengthenOhioschools. They say cent of Ohioans are in favor of ca- vacations, houses and so on. Casithat the state will receive $232.2 sinogambling. Opponents of Ohio nos will increase gam blingaddicmillion annually, and that eighty casino gambling view its legaliza- tions and inevitably place added
percent of this, or about $186 mil- tion as something that will bring stress within households, oppolion, will be transferred to the bud- increased levels of crime and hid- nents contend.
getsofOhioschools. Another$38.1 den problems that advocates of
Opponents of Ohio casino
million in other taxes for sales, riverboat casinos try to cover up.
gambling place a lot of their effort
ThosewhoopposeOhiocasino towards emphasizing the ethical
property, food and beverage, and
alcohol will be generated for a to- gambling believe that numerous concerns of gambling. Campaign
tal of $270.3 million. The study problems may occur if riverboat coalition member David Zanoni
also predicted thattheoperarional casinos are brought into Ohio. For told the media that, "Ohio must
expendituresof$172.8millionon example, they contend that haveaworkforcethatcontinuesto
Ohio goods and services will riverboat owners will make mil- believethatsuccessandeconomic
gradually result in the creation of lions of dollars with legalized ca- security is built by hard work and
21,175 new jobs.
sinoswhileOhioanswilllosemore dedication to a job well done, not
Another result of casino gam- than $1 billion each year They by a lucky streak at the tables."

Clooney discusses Hindu spirituality as Tuohy chair
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Lecture series brings worldly perspective to Carroll

• le:admhip and rudYng by recognizrd scbolus

Our program cmplusizes. apcrirotialleaming and usos ~ country and its
people as an r=nsion of ~classroom. Srudcms mjoy indmdlU]iz.ed attaJtion and can emoU i.n a ><mtsttt or a IUU-year prognrn with courses on
o!ftt in mu as nrious u Ouaicall...tnguaga and Li~ca~urc, Modem
Grtdc Politics, the Byzutine Tradition and Meditemnean Ecology.
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Voters may take a gamble with Issue l

Tht Beaver College Study in Grttce ptogwn is designed to prooidr Nonh
American students with a romprthensivt academic and culrural ap<rience
including opportunities to undertake accrediud upptt dmsion coU~ courses in Clwical, Byuntine and Modnn Gretk srudits. Our ptogwn fuiUres:

+ inttruife of local mourus foc fidd ltUdy
+ required swdy of modern Greek
+ srudrot apmments in a local neighborhood
+ fidd-srudy tri~
+- ptOgram-amnged cultural and 50Cial aa:ivitios
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HANG WITH THE CLUB CRAWLER
Get on the Net to find out
what's hot (and what's not) in the
Cleveland night club scene.
Catch up with the Club Crawler at
Alt. Cleveland
on Cleveland's brave new Web site-Cleveland Live.

Erin O'Donnell

------

Staff Reporter
Under the sponsorship of the
Tuohy Chair of Interreligious
Studies, john Carroll University
has once again been the recipient
of a presugious lecture series, this
time led by Rev. Francis X. Clooney,
Sj., of Boston College.
The Tuohy Cha ir, established
at john
Carroll in
1966, and
named
for the
l a t e
Walter J.
Tuohy
and his

"The Buddha Remembered" on
Oct. I, "Naked Desire in the Forest
of Yoga" on Oct. 8, "Seeing Krsna,
SeeingEverything"on Oct.l5,and
"The Mother of the Universe" on
Oct. 22. The finallecture is on Oct.
29 and it covers "Experimenting
with Truth Gandhi's Way." All of
the lectures arefollowed by a brief
question and answer period, dur-

"Anyone who Is interested in
spitltuality should see and
expetience othet religions and
cultutes.,

i f e
Mary,
brings
t heologians of
various
faiths to john Carroll for special
lecture programs and to teach religion courses.
The name of the 1996-97 Tuohy
Lecture Series is "Hindu Wisdom
for all God's Children." The series
began Sept. 24 and will run
through Oct. 29. A total of six
lectures will be held each Tuesday
in thejardme room, which begin
promptly at 8 p.m.
The topics for this year's lecture series include "In the Beginning, Fire and Water" on Sept. 24,
w

Rev.Francis X. Clooney, SJ.
ing which Clooney will gladly
answer any questions the audience may have.
Clooney received his Bachelor
of Artsdegreefrom Fordham University and a Master of Divinity
from Weston School of Theology.
He then went on to get his Ph. D.
from the University of Chicago.
Clooney has also published several books, his most recent being
Seeing Through Texts which was
published inl996. As well as writing books, Clooney contributes to

a number of prominent journals, perience
such as the journal ofReligion, the other relijournal of Indian Philosophy and gionsandculTheologica 1Studies. Clooney is a tures,' said
member of the Society of jesus, Clooney
Addition and donates timetotheAmerican
Academy of Religion , the Catho- ally, Clooney
lic Theological Society, the Soci- said 'Hinduety of Comparative Theology and 15m reminds
the Society of Hindu -Chr istian me of Catholicism. A
Studies.
As a young student, Clooney lot of the rituwas taught about Western phi- als and cerlosophies, bur became very inter- emonies are
ested in Eastern philosophies. lt similar.'
According
was during one of his five trips to
lndia that he deepened his inter- to Clooney,
esc in Hinduism. It was while he Hinduism is
was teaching at a Jesuit high based on the
foundations
schoo~ where many of the young
men he was teaching were of the of the self. Rev. Francis X. Clooney, SJ.
Buddhist or Hindu faith , that finding one's
Clooney expanded his interest in self and discovering one's place in people to hear about. 'lf you're
Hinduism. Today, he is consid - society. The "Hindu Wisdom for looking to learn about a new faith,
ered a master of Hindu philoso- All God's Children"lecture series or looking to deepen the faith that
will help those who are interesred you already have, this series will
phy and religion.
Clooney, in addition to giving in exploring the Hindu faith as help you to do so, ' said Clooney.
the lectures, is also enjoying his well as those who are trying to And, 'taking an interreligious fotime at john Carroll by teaching a strenghten or reaffirm their own cus_. to help us learn from other
religions by seeingourselves in the
course in the religious studies de- religious belie£s.
The lecture series is one based other' has been the goal of the
partment entitled 'Love of God
upon simplicity and practicality. Tuohy Lecture Series since its inand Hinduism.'
Clooney feels that even (ores- Clooney takes the richness of In- ception in 1966, according to
pecially) students at a jesuit uni- dian traditions and makes sense Clooney.
The lectures are free and everyversity such as John Carroll can out of philosophies that may be
benefit from the teachings of Hin- difficult for some to understand. one is invited to attend .
Editor's note:
Kristen
duism and other Eastern philoso- The lecture series is trying to give
phies. 'Anyone who is interested people a good example to follow, Schneidler, lnt. News &Business
in spirituality should see and ex- providingsixspecificexamplesfor Editor, contri l>uted to this article.

Cautious sides seek trust in the new Mideast peace talks
Edward Cody
~The

Washington Post

Palestinian policemen armed
with AK -47 assault rifles stood in
the shade of a palm tree a tone end.
Israelisoldierswith M-16smanned
a khaki-painted watchtower and
concrete bar riers at the other end.
Between them ran 400 yards of a
no man's road, strewn with rocks,
blackened with burned tires and
heavy with lost trust.
Desolatescenessuch as this one
on theoutskirtsof al-Bireh,a prosperous West Bank town lO miles
north of Jerusalem, are grim remindersof last week'ssudden violence in Gaza and the West Bank.
1n fighting that began here,lsrae li
troops and Palestinian policemen
exchanged gunfire in the territorieson a scale unprecedented since
Israel conquered them in 1967,creating suspicious standoffs that
persist around all eight PalestinIan controlled enclaves .
Fifteen Israeli soldiers and
about 60 Palesri r ians, mostly civilians, were killed in the clashes.
Also gravely wounded, perhaps

JoiD Briaa for the
best In New MWiiC

Alt. Cleveland ... only in Cleveland Live

www .cleveland.com
The ultimate guide to Cleveland.

Requestline 397-4438

momrfly,WIIl!ra1lm!le of eoopera

tion that had been building between Palestinian and Israeli securityservices in the months since
implementation began of the Palestinian autonomy arrangements
reached in Oslo in 1993and subsequent negotiations in 1994 and
1995.
Repairing the lost trust looms
as the most difficult task facing
Palestinian, Israeli and U.S. negotiators at a new round of peace
talks beginningSundayat the Erez
crossing point between Israel and
the Gaza Strip. A decision to renew the talks was the main fruit
of this week's summit in Wash-

W
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dent Cli nron as a step in the right practical details, has~ toredirection. But unless each side can sist changing "even a comma" in
be convinced thatthe other is act- the agreements signed by him and
ing in good faith, the talks are the former Israeli governments
likely to stalemate quickly, of£i- headed by the late Yitzhak Rabin
'and his successor, Shimon Peres.
cials in Jerusalem predicted.
According to diplomatic
Prime Minister Benjamin
sources
informed on Arafat's
Netanyahu's conservative Likud
government has prepared de- thinking. he and his lieutenants
mands for security arrangements came away from the Washington
in Gaza and the West Bank, par- summit convinced Netanyahu is
ticularly around Hebron, the last ready to abandon the peace promajor West Bank town fully occu- cess launched in Oslo unless he
pied by Israeli troops that add canrefashiontheaccordstomatch
significantly to what was agreed his security-conscious policies.
to at Oslo, they said. And Yasser This conclusion, they said, was
Arafat's Palestinian Authority, based on Netanyah u'sdelayi ncar-
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tions and refusal to move on that
and other issues despite urging
from Clinton during the Washington gathering.
The Israeli government has insisted it remains willing to follow
through on the accordsdespite the
delays since Netanyahu took
power in june. But at the same time,
Netanyahu's long-standmgdetermination to add to security precautions written into the Oslo
agreements has been strongly reinforced by what happened last
week, according to reports of senior Israeli officials.
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College challenges the 'mature' student
Non-traditional students juggle family life, careers and classes
proximately 320 part-time students were enrolled at Carroll.
"The majority of part-time students are non-traditional students,' sa1d MacBride.
Brownlie, who has been a full
time student at Carroll fort he last
three years, went back to school in
order to make a career change.
After working as a hairstylist for
10 years,
she realized that in
today 's
@ fJi) ..
rt fjJ c9J
@ fJi) fjJ
societyther
~(l(JJJc9J@(]i)fl~
is
not
@ Il ® w f1 IN
fftJ fiJ f1 111
m u c h
money to
be made
1970: 8,581 TOTAL
wit hout a
5,815 FULL-TIME
college de2, 766 PART-TIME
gree. She is
majoring
1993: 14,306 TOTAL
in educa8,128 FULL-TIME
tion and
hopes to
6,178 PART-TIME
teach English and
Reasons why going to College
Latin.
career change

Colleen Masny
Staff Reporter
Most students at john Carroll
University chose to attend this
school during their senior year of
h1gh school Chancesaregood that
an advisor helped guide them to
make an appropriate decis10n m
choosing a umversity which w!ll
further their future job prospects.
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degree needs to remain competitive
required for present job position
family has grown up

" AI -

though
john Carroll is a
good
expeIDAHO, UTAH, NEW
rience and
MEXICO, AND
the profesGEORGIA
sors are
These states had a
wonderful,
percentage change in
the school
total enrollment of
doesn't
higher education by 20
seem to try
percent from years
to cater to
1989 to 1993
an older
crowd,"
s a i d
Brownlie .
Shehastwo
Experience 111 the real world , children, aged nine and twelve,
though . can also be an impetus to and unlike other schools. Carroll
does not have any chi ld care proattend a university.
"Going to college maners. It grams Also, the course offerings
used to be a privilege but now it's for evening classes are very lima necessity."saidjeanne Brownlie. ited.
"It's very hard to schedule
one of the many non-traditional
courses in the evenings that fulfill
students anendingjCU.
The mature or non-tradiuonal requirementsformymajor."agreed
slUdent (NTS)isclasslfied as a stu- joyce Halloway. Halloway has
dent who is 25 years old or older been attending Carroll for four
and IS enrolled in classes full time years. She has worked full time for
or pan-ume. According to the U.S. 30 years. has a family. manages a
Department of Education , the household and goes to school partgrowth rate of non -traditionalstu- time. She received her associate
dcnts in insututionsofhigheredu- degree in business management
cauon ts ch mbmg. By the year from Cuyahoga Community Col2000, it is projected that the num- lege and returned to college for
ber of mature students enrolled in her own personal goal.
The attempt to receive her
college will reach almost 7000.
Marcia MacBride, director of bachelor's degree in communicaparr-time student admission.said tions has been challenging. "Bethat JCU does not keep statistics tween work ing and family obligaon the number of non-traditional tions, lam lu kyiflcan take even
students in attendance. However. one course a semester." explained
for the 1995-1996 school year. ap- Halloway. Since she cannot take

~at 14101 Cedar Rd.

KING
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~®
Late Nite Drive thru from 1 a.m.-3 a.m.
Friday and Saturday

Ask about our John Carroll specials
with your Student I.D. card.

off workduringthedaytime hours, first attendedJCU in 1969 but left
she has to schedule classes in the in 1970. After "spendmg 25 years
evenings. which is often difficulc as a sophomore" she returned to
Another difficulty is that in college in 1992 and is currently a
many classes for non-traditional junior. She works full time in an
students, these students are older adm imstra ti ve posi tionat another
than their professors. "It feels kind university.
When asked why she returned
of weird. They tell the younger
students about the real world but to Carroll, Sciulli replied, "I'm not
most of us have already experi- here for the same reasons as many
enced what it's really like out of the younger students. I already
there." Halloway said. She hopes have a good job where I earn a subto graduate with in the next year. stantial income. l wanted to prove
"Although it's been hard, it's defi- to myself that I could make it"
She thinks that the culture of
nitely worth it." she said.
Barbara Sciulli, another non- JCU seems very young and that
tradi tional student at Carroll, mature students are not made to
agreed that going back to college feel part of the community. "We're
gives her personal satisfaction. She invisible." Sciulli said. "Some stu-

dents can't quite figure out why
we are here." Sciulli said that the
professors are more responsive
than the students. "They bring us
into the class and realize that we
can contribute something special
to the other students."
Many 'traditional" students
agree that mature students can
offer a unique perspective to the
classroom. SophomoreKatieGibbons said, 'Last semestert here was
a non-traditional student in my
communication class. She was
able to give real life examples£ rom
her career in broadcast media."
One thing is certain, for whatever reasons, the enrollment of
the mature student is on the rise.

Proud to be Carroll parents
family," said Cusick.
Notonlydoesthe
association support
the development of
businessand service
connections, it also
strives to foster personal relationships
the between parents
of Carroll students.
Parents Weekend
is the largest event
sponsored by the association. This year's
Parents Weekend is
November 1-3 and
has a Halloween
theme-"A B witchingly Good Timel"
All parents are
invited to attend .
said Cusick. Participation has
grown considerably in the past 11
years In 1984, attendance at Parents Weekend was only 519, but
last year's attendance soared with
1500 parents in attendance.
Some of the activities planned
for the weekend include the
President's Reception , coffee with
the deans. a pep rally before the
football game and a theater production of Shakespeare's "Twelfth
Night."
The Parents
a[Cusick's] program is one of tion isAssoci
also responsible for
the best in the country.
providing an
inexpensive
Paul Kantz option for stu- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - dents returning home to
ents [mvolved with the asso- Buffalo, Rochester or Pittsburgh
ciationlareavai lable to discuss during breaks. Buses travel from
specific careers with any stu- JCU to these cities for approxident requesting an interview." mately$47round-tripsavingparents the drive.
said Cusick
Although the Parents AssociaIn the Alumni Office there
tion is budgeted by JCU, the orgaIS a list of parents and their
professional backgrounds, nization provides services andresaid Cusick. and students are sources for students through adfree to look up a particular pro- ditiona l fund-raising. Last year
fession and contact the par- they raised over $50,000 from 30
ents to discuss their career percent of undergraduate parents
options and concerns.
ito support] the purchase of comAs an organization made puters and other technology" for
up of parent volunteers. the the Mackin Center in Grasselli LiParents Associanon actively brary, said Cusick.
This year the association's goal
shows that it values service
by giving the Outstanding is to raise $100,000 with 40 perStudent Recognit io n Award. cent of undergraduate parents
The award goes to a junior or participating,according toCusick.
senior for "humanitarian ef- At this point, the Parents Associaforts within the Cleveland tion is undecided as to what this
community, thejohn Carroll fund drive will go toward,she said.
Cusick knows the importance
community or within their
Sara E. Buss
Staff Reporter
Since college is generally
viewed as a place free of parental involvement, most students are unaware of the services the Parents Association
provides for the john Carroll
University community.
The Parents Association
acts on the behalf of students,
but receives feed back on campus concerns through the parents, said Patricia Cusick. director of the Parents Association. She said thattheassociation works on "advising and
r
a nee s or improvement involving student
life to the administration."
For example, Cusick said
the association recently intervened in an attempt to make
lines at the bookstore move
more quickly during the hectic first week of buying and
exchanging books.
The services provided for
gradua ti ng students by the
Parents Association are of ten
invaluable resources in
smoothing the transitionfrom
college to the workplace. "Par-

of fund-raisers since she has
been involved with the Parents
Association since 1984.
She said the mission of the
association is to "inform parents of activities, policies and
plans of the University."
In addition, members act
as "ambassadors of good will
in informing others [about
JCUr at picnics designed for
incoming freshmen given in
their hometowns. Members
of the Parents Association host
these picnics in over lO cities
during the summer months,
"[giving] parents and students
the opportunity to meet, arrange rides and make friends."
said Cusick.
All parentswhohavean interest in the university are automatically members of the
association, according to
Cusick. Howeverthereare250
parents on the Exec uti veCommittee. She said that the Executive Committee breaks up
into five subcommittees according to where parents' interests lie.
Cusick's program has been
hailed as one of the best programs in the country. according to Paul Kantz of the development office . Cusick at tributes this to the tremendous
support she receives[ rom parents of undergrad ua res.
She said that, "The parents
are proud of the university;
theyarewilling to share information about Uohn Carroll]
with friends and neighbors
and they have contribu ted
generously."
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Weekend Roadtrips: Ideas forth~ savvy traveler
Sherry Lucchetti
Features Ed1tor
Okay. Quick confess1on. Spontaneity is
not a word you would uoe to describe me. I
am a planner. I need to have every little
detail planned out I am not incessant
about 1t, but lhke to have some semblance
of order when it comes to the events surrounding my life. Therefore with the weekend in s1ght, I have k1cked into high-gear
planning mode. What am !going to do thls
weekend? Where can lgo?How I can spend
these two whole days?
Trying to plan a perfect fall weekend IS
not an easy task I want to be
able to expenence the
beauty and warmth of
this wonderful sea1..~
son before the
~V.
breathtaking
,~
.
~
sceneryslipsawa·)'
and in blows the
cold S!JOW.
l got a little help
from Ohio's Division
of Travel and Tourism.
They publish a guide
ti tied "Ohio'sCa lend a r of
Events" and another
called "Oh iopass '96'
which are just loaded
with exciting things to
do all over the state
throughoutthe year lt is a
God-send for someone like
me- the perfect weekend
planner. And hey. throw in a
little travel and who knows: the weekend
may turn out to be more spontaneous than
at first planned. (See, Icanappreciatespontaneity) So, with that said and done, l
present to you a list of alternative plans for
the upcoming weekends.
Here's an idea for history buffs. The
Hubbard House in Ashtabula,Ohioisofferingan underground railroad pilgrimage on
Oct. 12. The pilgrimage takes place in a
caravan and followstheslaves'route tof reedom in the north. Tours are scheduled from
9 a.m.10 I p.m. and the expedition is free of
charge. For more information about this
event call (216) 964-8168.
Anotherfreeweekend idea for those who
enjoy cam ping is the Apple Butter Days held
from Oct.l2-l3. The weekend will beatthe
Gnadenhutten Historical Park and Museum
in Gnadenhutten. Festivities include apple
butter cooking and sales (sounds yummy
already) and a little bit of pioneer decor
with tents an d teepees for those wishing to
camp out. The hours are from lO a.m. to 5
pm. and additional information can be obtained bycalling(614)254-4l43.
For romantics, experience your own

A'v

Chairlif t rides and hayndes are additional
attractions. Theopen house isf reeof charge
and is open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Call (216)
285-2211 for more details.
Some other interesting events that will
take place tn the near future include the
Arts and Crafts Christmas Festival at the
Cuyahoga County Fatrgrounds in Berea on
Oct 18-20 and a Ghost Walk in Warren
during the upcoming weekends of Oct. 1820 and Oct. 24-26.
The Chnstmas fesuval.will feat urcover
175 artists and craftspeople who will display for sale their holiday items For informal ion on hours and admission call (216)
442-1719or( 412)863-4577 The ghost walk
is a guided tour of through Trumball
County's past. A highlight of the tour
is the stop a long Millionaires'Row
where actors portray true swriesfromthepast
~ ")
Aside from these weekend
activitics,Ohiooffersanarray
of other attract ions that aren't
limited to just these particular weekends. For example,
..llllllt'llool.l
bargain-hunters may want to
travel to Aurora Farms Factory
Outlets on State Route 43 in Aurora. Th isoutletshopping centerfeatures over 70 designer and name brand
outlet stores in dud ing LizClai borne,Brooks
Brothers, Reebok, and Levi's.
Another fun road trip idea may be to
Railroad . travel to Canton and visit the Pro Football
Who ol Hall of Fame. Canton is the birthplace of
Whoo !) the,National Football League and avid fans
For reservations and addiuonal informa- of the game will enjoy all of the sports histion call (614) 922-6776 or (216) 852-4676. tory and memorabilia of the hall.
Another fun idea, that is close by is the
Something a little closer to cam pus is
Heritage Days at the Huntingdon Reserva- Thistledown Racing Club on 21501 Emery
t-ion, Cleveland MetroParks in Bay Village. Rd .. Cleveland. Thistledown is Ohio's "preThe celebration will take placeon0ct.l3. It miere thoroughbred racmg facility." This
commemorates the heritage of local set- weekend alternative will provide a dash
tlers. Educational displays. as well as crafts (no pun intended) of excitement
Of course the less ad venturous traveler
and hayrides will be a part of the day. For
more details to this free of char~e act\vlty might choose to spend rhdr weekends ex
ploring downtown leveland. There-is alca 1l (216) 871-2900.
for those of you looking forward to ski- ways the Rock 'n Roll Hall of Fame, The
ing season, here's some weekend adventures Great Lakes Science Center, Goodtime Ill,
for you. The Boston Mills Ski Resort in Tower City and The Galleria at Frieview or
Peninsula is hosting a Ski Fair and Open for those of you wishing the Tribe would
house on Oct 12-13. Pre-season discounts have lasted a little longer this season, you
and hayrides are only some of the attrac- can tour jacobs Field.
lf you have exhausted all of these potentions. Ski lovers will enjoy the ski swap
shop and will also be able to talk directly to tial weekend alternativesand are still yearnthe manufacturers of skis and snow boards. ing to experience Ohio, you can visit the
The hours of the fair are from 10 a.m. to 5 Ohio internet site at http://www.
p.m and more details can be obtained by rravel.state.ohus.
As for me
calling (216) 467-2242
Another fair for skiers is being held on this weekend,
Mayfield Road in Chesterland. The Alpine my plans are
Valley Winter Open House is on Oct. 12-13 set. I'm off to
and also offers pre-season ski passd iscounts. the races!!

"Bridges of Madison County" at the
Ashtabula County Covered Bridge Festival
Oct. 12-13. In addition to a tour of the
county's 15 covered bridges, festivities in clude crafts, antique autos, entertainment
and a scarecrow contest. Call (2I 6) 5763769 for more details.
Also on Oct.l3 there will be a Fall Fohage Excursion to Gould Tunnelin Dennison,
Ohio. The excursion is an 82-mile round
trip from Dennison to Gould Tunnel. The
tunnel is a Pennsylvania Railroad era tunnel. (Hey all you Monopoly fans. here's your
chance to take a ride on the Pennsylvania

if(;

r ,_
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Year: Sophomore
Major: Communications
Zodiac si~n: liwrus
What makes you smile?: WO/V
Monday Night 1\ht.ro
If you could go ~ackstage a\:
any concert, w;~ich woald yuu
pick? Van Halen because Dav J Lee
Roth rules
When you aren't stmlying,
where can you be found?: At
home because I'm a commuter
What do you like best ab<,ut
being a commuter?: Mom's
cooking and my two basset hounds
named Waldo and Oscar
Biggest pet peeve: Gett1ng up
early
Favorite movie: Good(ellas
Favorite cologne: CK Be
What is your secret taJent?~
Calculus. I Just don't feel like
show1ng 11 off.
ri
o n arroll niverslty In five words: Challeng1ng
classes yet good friends.
Who do you think will win the
World Series?: The Atlanta Braves
What is your datinJ philosophy?: I'm looking for my soulmate
lnfonNitOI\ c~ by Ami Dl ITanc:cx
photo by (omrferTabnan
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College challenges the 'mature' student
Non-traditional students juggle family life, careers and classes
prox tmately 320 pan-time students were enrolled at Carroll.
"The majority of part-time students are non-traditional students,' said MacBride.
Brownlie, who has been a full
time student at Carroll fort he last
three years, went back to school in
order to make a career change.
After working as a hairstylist for
LO years,
she real ized that in
today's
fJIJ®UiJ .. Ifrr~<91!1a!l®fTIJ@O
societyther
~(fiJl]@)@Ui)(JE;J
is
not
@f!@fW(JfiiJ
fi/@(f@
m u c h
money to
be made
1970: 8,581 TOTAL
without a
5,815 FULL-TIME
college de2, 766 PART-TIME
gree. She is
majonng
1993: 14,306 TOTAL
in educa8, 128 FULL-TIME
tion and
hopes to
6,178 PART-TIME
teach English and
Reasons why going to College
Latin.
career change

Colleen Masny
Staff Reporter
Most students at john Carroll
University chose to attend th1s
school during their senior year of
htgh school. Chancesaregood that
an adv1sor helped guide them to
make an appropriate decision m
choosing a university which will
further their future JOb prospects.

degree needs to remain competitive
required for present job position
family has grown up

"A I -

though
John Carroll is a
expegood
IDAHO, UTAH, NEW
rience and
MEXICO, AND
the profesGEORGIA
sors
are
These states had a
wonderful,
percentage change tn
the school
total enrollment of
doesn't
higher education by 20
seem to try
percent from years
to cater to
1989 to 1993
an older
crowd,"
- ~------------------~
s a i d
Brownlie.
She has two
Expenence 1n the real world, children, aged nine and twelve,
though, ca n also be an impetus to and unlike 01her schools, Carroll
does not have any child care proattend a uni versiry.
"Going to college matters. It grams. Also, the course offerings
used to be a privilege but now it's for evening classes are very lima nece siry," aidjeanne Brownlie, ited.
"It's very hard to schedule
one of the many non-traditional
courses in the evenings that fulfill
students attendingJCU.
The mature or non-trad itional requirementsformymajor,"agreed
studem(NT )isclassifiedasastu- joyce Halloway. Halloway has
dent who IS 25 years old or older been attending Carroll fo r four
and is enrolled in classes full time years. She has worked full time for
or part 11me. According to the U.S. 30 years, has a family, manages a
Department of EducatiOn, the householdandgoestoschool partgrowth rate of non-tradntonalstu- time. She received her associate
dent m mstitutionsofhtgheredu- degree in business management
cation is cl!mbmg. By the year from Cuyahoga Community Col2000,11 is projected that the num- lege and returned to college for
ber of mature students enrolled in her own personal goal.
college will reach almost 7000.
The attempt to receive her
Ma rcia MacBride, director of bachelor's degree in communicapart-time student admission,said tions has been cha llengi ng. "Bethat j CU does not keep statistics tween working and family obligaon the number of non-traditiOnal tions, I am lucky if I ca n take even
st udents in attendance. However, one course a semester," expla ined
for the 1995-1996 school year, ap- Halloway. Since she cannot take

~at 14101 Cedar Rd.

KING

.._,®

Open at 6 a.m. for Breakfast

Late Nite Drive thru from 1 a.m.-3 a.m.
Friday and Saturday

Ask about our John Carroll specials
with your Student I.D. card.

off workduringthedaymnehours,
she has to schedule classes in the
evenings, which is often difficult
Another difficulty ts that in
many classes for non-traditional
students, these students are older
than their professors. "It feels kind
of weird. They tell the younger
students about the real world but
most of us have already experienced what it's really like out
there," Halloway said. She hopes
to graduate wi thin the next year.
"Although it's been hard , it 's definitely worth it," she said.
Barbara Sciulli, another nontraditional student at Carroll ,
agreed that going back to college
gives herpersonalsatisfaction. She

first attendedjCU in 1969 but left
in 1970. After "spending 25 years
as a sophomore" she returned to
college in 1992 and is currently a
junior. She works full time in an
administrative position at another
university.
When asked why she returned
to Carroll, Sciulli replied, "I'm not
here for the same reasons as many
of the younger students. I already
have a good job where learn a substantial income. lwantedtoprove
to myself th at I could make it."
She thinks that the culture of
jCU seems very young and that
mature students are not made to
feel part of the community. "We're
invisible," Sciulli said. "Some stu-

dents can't quite figure out why
we are here." Sciulli said that the
professors are more responsive
than the students. "They br ing us
into the class and realize that we
can contribu te something special
to the other students."
Many 'traditional ' students
agree that mature students can
offer a unique perspective to the
classroom. Sophomore Katie Gibbons said, 'Last semester there was
a non-traditional student in my
communication class. She was
able to give reallifeexamplesf rom
her career in broadcast media.'
One thing is certain, for whatever reasons, the enrollment of
the mature student is on the rise.

Proud to be Carroll parents
family,• said Cusick.
Notonlydoesthe
association support
the development of
business and service
connections, it also
strives to foster personal rela tionships
the between parents
of Carroll students.
Parents Weekend
is the largest event
sponsored by the association. This year's
Parents Weekend is
November l-3 and
has a Halloween
theme-" A B witc inglyGood Time!"
All parents are
invited to attend ,
said Cusick. Participation has
grown considerably in the past ll
yea rs. In 1984, attendance at Parents Weekend was only 519, but
last year's attendance soared with
1500 parents in attendance.
Some of the activities planned
for the weekend include the
President's Reception, coffee with
the deans, a pep rally before the
football game and a theater prod uction of Shakespeare's "Twelfth
Night."
The Parents Association is a \so responsible for
providing an
inexpensive
Paul Kantz option for stu-------------------------------- dents returning home to
ents [involved with the asso- Buffalo, Rochester or Pittsburgh
c ia tionl are available to discuss during breaks. Buses travel from
speci fic careers with any stu- JCU to th ese cities for approxident requesting an interview," mately$47round-tripsavingparents the dr ive.
sa id Cusick.
Although the Paren ts AssociaIn the Alumni Office there
is a list of parents and their tion is budgeted by JCU, the orgaprofessional backgrounds, nization provides services and resaid Cusick, and students are sources for students throug h adfree to look up a particular pro- ditional fund-raising. last year
fession and contact the par- they raised over $50,000 from 30
ents to discuss their career percent of undergraduate parents
itosupportlthe purchase of com options and concerns.
As an organization made puters and other technology" for
up of parent volunteers, the the Mackin Center in Grasselli Li Parents Association actively brary, said Cusick.
This year the association's goal
shows that it values service
by giving the Outstanding is to raise $100,000 wi th 40 perStudent Recognition Award. cent of undergraduate pare nts
The award goes to a junior or parnci pati ng, accord ing toC usick.
senior for "hum anitarian ef- At this point, the Parents Associ aforts within the Cleveland tion is undecided as to what this
community, the john Carroll fund d rive will go toward,she said.
Cusick knows the importance
community or with in their

Sara E. Buss
Staff Reporter
Since college is generally
viewed as a place free of parental involvement, most students are unaware of the services the Parents Association
provides for the John Carroll
University community.
The Parents Association
acts on t he behalf of students,
but receives feedbackoncampusconcerns through the parents, said Patricia Cusick, director of the Parents Association. Shesaidthattheassociation works on "advising and
r
ring an n e
or improvemen t involving student
life to the administration."
For example, Cusick said
the association recently intervened in an attempt to make
lines at the bookstore move
more quickly during the hectic first week of buying and
exchanging books.
The services provided for
graduating students by the
Parents Association are often
invaluable resources in
smoothing the transition from
college to the work pla ce. "Par-

[Cusick's] program is one of

the best in the country.

of fund-raisers since she has
been involved with the Parents
Association since 1984.
She said the mission of the
association is to "inform parents of activities, policies and
plans of the University."
In addition, members act
as "ambassadors of good will
in informing others [about
]CUI" at picnics designed for
incoming freshmen given in
their hometowns. Members
of the Parents Association host
these picnics in over 10 cities
during the summer months,
igivingl parents and students
the opportunity to meet, arrangeridesand make friends,"
said Cusick.
All parentswhohaveaninterest in the university are automatically members of the
association , according to
Cusick. Howeverthereare250
parents on the Exec uti veCommittee. She said that the Executive Committee breaks up
into five subcommittees according to where parents' interests lie.
Cusick's program has been
hailed as one of the best programs in the country, according ro Paul Kantz of the development office . Cusick at tributes this to the tremendous
support she receives from parents of undergraduates.
She said that, "The parents
are proud of the university;
they are wi II mg to share information about Uohn Carroll]
with friends and neighbors
and they have contr ibuted
generous! y."
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Weekend Roadtrips: Ideas for ~h~ savvy traveler
Sherry Lucchetti
Features Edt tor
Okay. Quick confess1on. Spontaneity is
not a word you would u~e to describe me. I
am a planner. l need to have every httle
detail planned our I am not incessant
about it , but I like to have some semblance
of order when it comes to the events surrounding my life. Therefore with the weekend in sight, I have ktcked into high-gear
planning mode. What am l going to do th1s
weeke nd? Where can lgo?How Jean spend
these two whole days?
Trying to plan a perfect fall weekend is
not an easy task. I want to be
able to expe r ie nce the
beautyandwarmthof ~(y
this wonderful seat.~
son before the
~~
breathtakin;:;
,~
.
sceneryslipsaw;~y
"
and in blows the
cold spow.
!got a littl e help
from Ohio's Division
of Travel and Tourism.
They publish a guide
titled "Ohio'sCa lendar of
Events" a nd another
ca lied "Oh io pass '96'
which are just loaded
with exciting things to
do all over the state
throughouttheyear.ltisa
God-send for someone like
me - the perfect weekend
planner. And hey, throw in a
lit tle travel and who knows: the weekend
may turn out to be more spontaneous than
at first planned. (See, lcanapprecia tespon taneity) So, with that said and done, I
present to you a list of alternative plans for
the upcoming weekends
Here's an idea for history buffs. The
Hubbard House in Ashtabula, Ohio isoffer ingan underground railroad pi lgrimage on
Oct 12. The pilgrimage takes lace in a
caravan and follows the slaves' route tor reedom in the north . Tours are sc heduled from
9 a.m. to I p.m.and the expedition is free of
charge . For more information about this
event call (2!6) 964-8168.
Another free weekend idea fort hose who
enjoy cam ping is the Apple Butter Days held
from Oct.l2-l3. The weekend will be an he
Gnadenhutten HistoricalParkand Museum
in Gnadenhutten. Festivities include apple
butter cooking and sales (sounds yummy
already) and a little bit of pioneer decor
with tents and teepees for those wishing to
camp out. The hours are from 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. and addition al information can be obtained by calling (614) 254-4143.
For romantics, experience your own

Chairlift rides and hayrides arc additional
attraction The open houscisfrceof charge
and is open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Call (216)
285 2211 for more derails.
Some other interesting events that will
take place in the near future mcludc the
Arts and Crafts Christmas Festival at the
Cuyahoga County Fairgrounds 111 Berea on
Oct. 18-20 and a Ghost Walk in Warren
during the upcoming weekend of Ocr.I820 and Ocr. 2 4-26.
The Christmas festival willfeatureover
175 artists and craftspeople who will display for sale their holiday items. For information on hours and admission call (216)
442-l719or( 412)863-4577. The ghost walk
is a guided tour of through Trumball
County's past. A highlight of the to ur
is the stop along Mill iona1res'Row
where actors portray true sto·
ries from the past.
~ ")
Aside fro m these weekend
(i
activities,Ohiooffersan array
L--"-...
of otheranractionsthataren't
limited to just these particular weekends. For example,
bargain-hunters may want to
travel to Aurora Farms Factory
Outlets on State Route 4J in Aurora. This outlet shop pi ngcenter features over 70 designer and name brand
outlet stores mcludmg lizCia1 borne,Brooks
Brothers, Reebok, and levi's.
Another fun road trip idea may be to
Railro ad. travel to Ca nto n and visit the Pro Football
W h 0 0 I Hall of Fame. Canton is the birthplace of
Whoa!) the.National Football League and avid fans
For reserva tio ns and additional informa- of the game will enjoy all of the sports histion call (614) 922-6776 or (216) 852-4676. tory and memorabilia of the hall.
Anoth er tun idea, that is close by 1s the
Something a little closer to campus is
Heritage Days at the Hunti ngdon Reserva- Thistledown Racing Club on 21501 Emery
tion , Cleveland MetroPark s in Bay Village. Rd., Cleveland. Thistledown is Ohio's "pre
The celebration will take place on Oct.l3. It m1e re thoroughbred racing facility." This
commemorates the heritage of local set- weekend alternative will provide a dash
tlers. Educational displays, as well as crafts (no pun intended) of exci tement.
or course the less adventurou traveler
and hayrides will be a part of the day. For
might choose to spe nd thctr weekends ex
more details to th1s free of charj!;C activit
ploring downrown levela nd. "There-is alca11 (216) 871-2900.
For those of you looking forward to ski- ways the Rock 'n Roll Hall of Fame, The
ingseason, here's some weekend adventures Great lakes Sc1ence Cen ter, Good time 1[1 ,
for you. The Boston Mills Ski Resort in Tower City and The Galleria at Erieview or
Peninsula is hosting a Ski Fair and Open for those of you wishing the Tribe would
house on Oct. 12-13. Pre-season discounts have lasted a little longer this season , you
and hayr ides are only some of the attrac- can tour jacobs Field.
If you have exhausted all of these potentions. Ski lovers will enjoy the ski swap
shop and will also be able to talk directly to tial weekendalternativesandarestill yearnthe manufacturers of skis and snow boards. ing to experience Ohio, you can visit the
The hours of the fair are from lO a.m. to 5 Ohio internet sire at http: // www.
p.m. and more details can be obtained by rravelstate.oh.us.
As for me
calling (216) 467-2242
Another fair for skiers is being held on this weekend ,
Mayfield Road in Chesterland. The Alpine my plans are
Valley Winter Open House is on Oct.l2-lJ set. I'm off to
and alsooffers pre-season ski passd iscounts the races~

"Bridges of Madison County" at the
Ashtabula County Covered Bridge Festival
Oct. 12-13. In addition to a tour of the
county's 15 covered bridges, festivities include crafts, antique autos, entertainment
and a scarecrow contest. Call (216) 5763769 for more details.
Also on Oct.lJ there w1ll be a Fall Foliage Excursion to Gould Tunnel in Dennison,
Oh10. The excursion is an 82-mile round
trip from Denmson to Gould TunneL The
tunnel is a Pennsylvania Railroad era tunnel. (Hey all you Monopoly fans, here's your
chance to take a ride on the Pennsylvania
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Year: Sophomore
Major: Communtcations
Zodiac sign: laurus
What makes you smile?: WON
Monday Night 1\l!tro
If you coulri go !; ackstage a>.:
any concert, w;,i ch wo~Jid you
pkkl Van Halen because Dav·J Lee
Roth rules.
When you aren't stm:iying,
where can you be found?: At
home because I'm a commuter.
What do you like best ab<,ut
being a commuter?: Mom's
cook1ng and my two basset hounds
named Waldo and Oscar
Biggest pet peeve: Getting up
early
Favorite movie: Good(el/os
Favorite cologne: CK Be
What is your secret talent7:
Calculus. I JUst don't feel like
showing 1t off.
ri
ohn arroll Univ rslty In five words: Challenging
classes yet good friends
Who do you think will win the
World Series?: The Atlanta Braves
What is your datins philosophy?: I'm looking for my soulmate
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Coming Attractions
Now in its
second and
lastwetkof
production is some great
theater that's literal\ y right
next door. John Carroll
University Department of
Communications presents
BetterNowThanEver,written
and directed by Scott Henkle. This is a multi-media ~rf ormance
on the nature of communication in the age of the 1nformauon
super-highway. The show continues tonight through Satu~day
with performances at 8 p.m. each evenmg andc?ncludes wuh a
Sunday, Oct.l3 matinee at 2 p.m. in Klem TeleVISIOn Stud tom the
OMalley Center of John Carroll University. For tickets or further
information,call397-4428.

Theater

Now that the fat lady has sung a little pre~amrely
for our hometown diamond squad, theres ume to
•
e~eplore the more cultural side of Cleveland when
the Cleveland Opera has its home opener next Friday, Oct.1~ at 8
p.m. at PlayhouseSquare'sSLateTheatre. In the leadoffs pot w1ll be
Gounod'sPaust,theromantic tale of a man who sells htssoul to the
devil Mephistopheles to gain youth and love. But the opera will
show in Cleveland for a limited time only, continuing Saturday
also at 8 p.m. and its last performance
at 2 p.m. Sunday, Oct. 20. As a special
bonus, Cleveland Opera's "Quick Tix'
program allows students to purchase
tickets at a 50% discount off the
normal $15 to $55 price on the day of a
performance, several hours before the
curtain goes up. These Student Rush
16
tickets may be purchased upon
presentation of a valid student J.D.
startingat5 p.m.for evening perf ormancesand 12 n.oon formati nees
on the day of the show. All other tickets are ava1lable by callmg
Ticketmaster at 241-6000.
Comicbookcollectorsbeonthelookoutthisweek . .
for a stellar follow-up to writer Jeph Loeb and
t
artist Tim Sale's three bestselling Legends of the
Darh Night Halloween Specials. The first installment of a 13-part
Batman:Tbel.all&l:ialloM:en.dueinstoresthisWednesday,Oct.l6,
ginsthesagaoTBatmaninhisearly career,when o am ityis
undergoing a hideous transformation. For the followrng year
l'nding October '97, 13 issues will pit the Dark Knight against the
likes of Catwoman, The joker, Poison Ivy and
The Riddler as he tries to discover the identity of
the mysteriouscriminal known only as "Holiday,"
a serial murderer who kills according to the
calendar. Released by D.C. Comics, the 48-page
Issue # l has a cover pnce of $4.95.

That Thing You Do! already been done
Rasa Whipkey

Staff Reporter
Ever seen "The Beatles Anthology'? If so, then seriously
reconsider wasting any time or
money on going to see That
Thing You Dol, the new release
from Twentieth Century Fox.
The movie closely parallels the
Beatles' rags to riches tale, minus
a few hours and several hits.
Set in 1964, That Thing tells
the story of a band from Erie,Pa.,
that deals with unexpected success when their first single, aptly
titled "That Thing You Do!', carries them to stardom. The plot,
although somewhat airy, contains enough twists and turns to
hold the audience's attention,
even though the whole concept
of the movie is not a particularly
fresh one.
The band members go
through the initial name-choosing hastles, finally settling on
The Wonders. And they eagerly
play any gig they can get, including a local college talent show.
Once they gain local recognition,
The Wonders pick up a somewhat scraggly manager and soon
receiveairplayon localradiostations. After playing at a smalltime music festival in Pittsburgh,
they meet Mr. White (Tom
Hanks), a hotshot manager from
a large recording company in
California called Playtone
Records. Soon they are on the
road to fame and fortune.
During the course of the
movie, the band members learn
a lot about their individual
strengths and weaknesses, as
wellastherealitiesof wealth and
fame. Because of this, the picture
has an added "coming-of-age' d i-

In 1896, two extraordmary lions went on a man-eating
rampage that claimed over 130 lives. Now Val Kilmer
•
and Michael Douglas, 1n Paramount Pictures' The Ghost
and the Darkness, reenact the true-life exploits undergone by the
team of a bridge-building engineer, John Patterson, and a wild
game hunter, Remington, when theysetouttohuntdownand kill
these hons that the Africans call
"shaitaim'or"Devilsof the Ntght:
Thesetwounbeilevablycunning
lions, 'The Ghost' and 'The
Darkness," set their sights on the
two men who are hunting them.
Even to this day, the lions
continue to be the source of
legends throughout the African
comment. In order to shoot this
fi Im, director Stephen Hopkins
assembled a group of f1ve lions
born 1n captivity, including a 12year-old, 500-pound stunt lion
named Sudan from California.
The film , rated R, opens
tomorrow,Friday,Oct II. Check
local hstmgs for theaters and Ghost: Douglas aiming for
showtimes
a box-office hit.

Coming Attractions were compLied by Sam Subtty. Artwork by.
)effKneile. Dates and times are subject to change.

mens ion which bui It the story into featured in the cur rent film 2 Days
something more compleK than it in the Valley, and Liv Tyler prootherwise would have been had it jected a real sincerity that pulled
onlytoldofThe Wonders' overnight me in immediately and made me
feel very familiar with them even
success.
The acting in this film was ex- from early on.
cellent, helping to overshadow bad
All those interested in a music
writing and potentially
cheesy scenes. Hanks
FUCit PICit: That Thing You Dol
played a substantially
smaller part than one
might expect, but this alUTIMGJ 6 out of lO
lowed the younger stars
to truly make the most of the op- success story should probablyjust
portunity to shine. Other big names watch The Beatles Anthology the
strengthen the movie as well, in, next time it is on PBS. But for anyeluding Chris Isaak as the ];land's one interested in a decent, funny
drummer's Uncle Bob. Younger film, going to see That Thing You
stars such as Charlize Theron, also Dol may be just the thing to do.

r---------------,

~

That lltlng: (I to r) Tom Hanks, Johnathon Schaech, Liv Tyler, Ethan
Embry, Tom Everett Scott and Steve Zahn are "The Wonders."

TV Review:

Ill

Each weekend now t hrough Sunday, ov . 3,
Cleveland Metroparks offers fun for all ages with
ItS "Hayrides and Hoedowns' autumn celebration.
Sponsorcp by WDOK 102.1 rM, the program includes hayr1des
from 6·10 p.m and squaredancmgf rom 7-10 p.m.Saturdays,Oct.
12, 19,26and Nov.2:and both hayridesandsquaredancingfrom 14 p m. Sundays. Oct. 13, 20, 27 and Nov. 3. Price for adults 12 and
over ts$6:children2-11.$4; under2,free. "Hayndesand Hoedowns"
takes place at the Chalet Recreation Area, located on Valley
Parkway m MiII Stream Run Reservation in Strongsville. For more
information, call572-9990. •
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Relativity: Relatively decent.

Re/ativity(sat.i0-11 p.m., ABC)

Tammy Conway
Staff Reporter
· "Youhaveagreatflume,'saysleo
upon first meeting Isabelle. For all
non-'Relativity' watchers, a flume
is the indentation directly below
your nose that runs down your lip.
The flum e in question belongs to
the female lead, Isabelle (Kimberly
Williams),who is torn between two
men-her ftance, Everett,and a man
named Leo(DavidConrad)whoshe
meets in !tal y.
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free
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Isabelle returns home to find
that adoring Everett has not only
named his latest CD-Rom video
game after her, but he also bought
a $350,000 house. Soon, however,
everyone in Isabelle's family knows
she has met another man. And
they're not very good at keeping
secrets.
Then there's Leo's eccentric
clan. The recent death of his
mother has forced his family to
co me together physically, although they haven't made it emotiona lly. The dtverse group includes a grumpy gramps, a copout father, a reticent 17-year-old
brother, and a lesbian sister.
The plethora of cast members
makes for an interesting array of
characters. "Relativity' is slightly
woman-oriented, however. (I can't
see men sympathizing with
Isabelle making the oh-so-hard
choice between two men, both of
whom are good guys.)
With such a fantastic start, the
plot could really go anywhere.
What I really want to know, however, is what exactly do they mean
by 'Relativity"?
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Shear Madness is just sheer fun
Sam Sublty
Boston since 1980. As in the longEntertainment Editor
est consecutive run for a non-muI knew from the start that l was sical in American theater history
in for a good time when one of the and over $54 million grossed
main characters, a proprietor of a world wide in the 16 years it has
unisex hair salon, began to mas- been produced. No wonder Playsage shamp<'\0 into the hair of a house officials are 'shearly" decustomer to the tune of the Village lighted.
People's bouncy 'YMCA.' The rest
Stepping into the Allen Theof Shear Madness, a play hitting atre, the audiences pass into a
the Cleveland scene for the first world of combs,clippersand large,
time, was a laugh-a-minute as lo- padded chairs with plastic bowlcal humor interspersed with clever shaped hair dryers poised to desight gags combined for an overall scend on roller-bedecked heads
enjoyable night out.
like strange beings inoneofVidal
The Shear Madness concept be- Sassoon's wildest dreams. The
gan as Swiss playwright Paul ushers even wear stylists' smocks.
Portner's
The setting for
Scherenschmitt, a
this farcical murClose Up
der mystery is a
serious psychological study. Unsmall
beauty salon
Quotablesnamed Shear Madtil two individuals, Thomas: Five plus
Bruce Jordan and
ness where foul
seven equals... twelve!
Marilyn Abrams,
play is aboutto ocRosetti: Wow, you
cur. The Cleveland
set down $50,000
must've
gone to John
Police Department,
fortherights to the
Carroll University.
however, has the
play. They then
place staked out.
tested it out after a
Shear Madness at
Sgt. Thomas plays
little reworking as
the Urkel-type dea comedy for the
Playhouse Square
first time on a cold, combines local humor
tective who soon
regrets
his assignJanuary night in
and gags to make it a
Boston in 1980. cut above the rest.
ment to go undercover for a trim in
Soon their production was hot as
the madhouse sacould be and a sensation in Chi- lon. After Thomas sprints out the
cago, Washington, D.C., Tel Aviv, door, Rosetti (also the play's direcMelbourne, Barcelona-and now tor) makes his entrance as the cop
Cleveland.
in charge of this case but disguised
Playhouse Square Center's Allen as a construction worker. Tony is
Theatre has started its open-ended the rather emotional and openly
run of Shear Madness with high homosexualsalonowner,and Barhopes. That's open-ended as in bara is his electric blue-haired asmore than 6,300 straight perfor- sistant.
When a "used antiques' dealer
mances in the play's birthplace of

named Eddie and the matronly
Mrs. Shubert show up at Shear
Madness, the madness really begins. From an apartment above
the beauty shop, the piano playingof the once-great pianist IsabeL
Czerny floats down. Tony flies
into a rage because he can't take
the music any more and storms
upstairs to put an end to it. Eddie
eldts to find the restroom and returns with his hand mysteriously
covered in blood. Then all turns
to utter mayhem as Barbara rushes
inscreamingmurder,thecopspull
their guns and the lights go out.
Here the fun begins for the audience. 'Ladies and gents, this is
where you come in," says Rosetti.
At the end of a session in which
the audience actually questions
the suspects, Rosetti takes a vote
to determine the most likely suspect. And another twist-when
the play is over, Rosetti tells us
that the ending is different each
night depending on who the audience votes for.
At $20 to $25 a pop, the show is
a bit pricey for the average college
budget, but it's definitely worth
seeing. The only part that was a
little overdone was the gay jokes.
During the play when Rosetti
questions the suspects, he asks for
everybody's blood type. 'What's
your type?" he asks the pinkshirtedTony. Turning to the audience,Tony points to a middle-aged
man in the third row. 'Him.'
The show runs Tuesday
through Saturday evenings at 8
p.m., Sunday evenings at 7 p.m.,
and Saturday and Sunday matinees at 2:30p.m.

THE CARROLL T.E.A.M
Teaching Effective Alcohol Management

Sheer Madness (top to bottom~ Paul Floriano, Jacqi Loewy, Lissy
Gulick and Mitchell Mullen star in this comical murder mystery.

T.E.A.M. Week Schedule of Events
Sunday, Oct. 20- T. E.A.M. Week Mass10:30 p.m. in St. Francis Chapel
Monday, Oct. 21-Monday Night Football,
Pizza and Wings-9p.m. in the Wolf-NPot
Movies-"When a Man Loves a Woman"
amd "Clean and Sober"-7p.m.-Jardine

Rm.
.Tuesday, Oct. 22-Motivational Speaker
Bobby Petrocelli-7p.m.-LSC Conference

Rm.
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sponsored by the olllce of
Student Activities

Wednesday, Oct. 23- The 2nd Annual
SMART BAR-Co-sponsored by Greek
Council-4:30p.m.-Atrium
Thursday, Oct. 24-A Night of Sharing and
Caring-7:30p.m.-LSC Conference Rm.
Friday, Oct25-Guitarist Jerry Hayesll:30a.m.-l p.m.-Atrium
also at 4p.m.-A Trip to the Country for
Cider, Doughnuts, and an Old Fashioned
Hayride! (sign up in Student Life Office)
Saturday, Oct. 26-Band "Hypnotic
Clambake" with opening act John Reillysponsored by Alpha Rho Omega-7p.m.Wolf-N-Pot
Haunted House Trip-Bp.m.-sign up in
Student Life Office

-
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Coming Attractions

That Thing You Do! already been done
Rasa Whipkey
Staff Reporter

Now in its
second and
last week of
production is some great
theater that's literally right
next door. j ohn Carroll
U niversity Department of
Communications presents
Better Now Than Ever,written
and directed by Scott Henkle. This is a multi-media performa~c e
on the nature of communication in the age of the mformauon
super-highway. The show continues tonight through Saturday
with performances at 8 p.m. each evening andt:?ncludes ~th a
Sunday, Oct.l3 matinee at 2 p.m. in Klein TeleVlSIOn Studio m the
O'Malley Center of john Carroll University. For tic kets or further
information, call397-4428.

Theater

Now that the fat lady has sung a little pre;naturely
for our hometown diamond squad, theres time to
•
explore the more cultural side of Cleveland when
the Cleveland Opera has its home opener next Friday, Oct.!~ at 8
p.m. at Playhouse Square's State Theatre. In the leadoffs pot w1ll be
Gounod's Faust, the romantic tale of a man who sells h15 soul to the
devil Mephistopheles to gain youth and love. But the opera will
show in Cleveland for a limited time only, continuing Saturday
alsoat8p.m.and its last performance
at 2 p.m. Sunday, Oct. 20. As a special
bonus, Cleveland Opera's 'Quick Tix'
program allows students to purchase
tickets at a 50% discount off the
normal$15 to$55priceon the dayof a
perforrnance,several hours before the
curtain goes up. These Student Rush
'-tickets may be purchased upon
presentation of a valid student J.D.
starti ng at 5p.m.forevening perf ormancesand 12 noon for matin~es
on rhe day of the show. All other tickets are avail able by calling
Ticketmaster at 241-6000.
Comic book collectors be on the lookoutthisweek
for a stellar follow-up to writer Jeph loeb and
artist Tim Sale's three bestselling Legends of the
Darn Night Halloween Spuial s. The first installment of a 13-part
Betman·Tbel..aa&HallaMeD.dueinstoresthisWednesday,Oct.l6,
ginsrhesagaofBarma n in hlsearlyca reer,when o am ity is
undergo1ng a h1deous transformation. For the following year
endi ng October '97, 13 issues will pi t the Dark Knight against the
likes of Catwoman, The j oker, Poison Ivy and
The Riddler as he tries to discover the identity of
the mysterious criminal known only as'Holida y,'
a serial murdere r w ho kills accord ing to the
calendar Released by D.C. Comics, the 48-page
Issue #I has a cover price of $4.95.

Ever seen "The Beatles Anthology'? lf so, then seriously
reconsider wasting any time or
money on going to see That
Thing You Do!, the new release
from Twentieth Century Fox.
The movie closely parallels the
Beatles' rags to riches tale,minus
a few hours and several hits.
Set in 1964, That Thing tells
the story of a band from Erie, Pa.,
that deals with unexpected success when their first single, aptly
titled "That Thing You Do!', carries them to stardom . The plot,
although somewhat airy, contains enough twists and turns to
hold th e audience's attention,
even though the whole concept
of the movie is not a particularly
fresh one.
The band members go
through the initial name-choosing has ties, finally settling on
The Wonders. And they eagerly
play any gig they can get, including a loca l college talent show.
Once they gain local recognition,
The Wonders pick up a somewhatscragglymanagerandsoon
receiveairplayon local radio stations. After playing at a smalltime music festival in Pittsburgh,
they meet Mr. White (Tom
Hanks), a hotshot manager from
a large recording company in
California ca lled Playtone
Records. Soon they are on the
road to fame and fortune.
Dur ing the course of the
movie, the band members learn
a lot about their individual
strengths and weaknesses, as
well as the realities of wealth and
{ame. Becauseofthis,thepicture
has an added 'com ing-of-age' di-

In 1896, two extraordi nary lions we nt on a ma n-eating
rampage that cla1med over 130 lives. Now Val Ki lmer
•
and Michael Douglas, in Paramount Pictures' TheGhost
and the Darkness, reenact the true-life ex ploits undergone by the
team of a bridge-building engineer, john Pa tt erson, and a wild
game hu nter, Remington, when they setout to hunt dow n and kill
these hons !hat t he Africa ns call
'shai tai ni'or 'Dev1 lsof the Night.'
These two unbe lievably cunning
li ons, "Th e Ghost' a nd "The
Darkness,' set their sights on the
two men who are hunting them
Even to thi s da y, rhe lio ns
co ntm ue to be the so urce o f
legend th roughout the Africa n
co ntine m In order to shoot this
fi lm, director Stephen Hopkms
assembled a group of five lions
born m ca pti vity, includ ing a 12year-old, 500 pound stu nt lio n
named Sudan from Cali forn ia.
The fil m, rated R, o pens
tomorrow,Friday,Oct.ll Check
local hst1ngs fo r thea ters and <ilost: Douglas a iming for
showtimes.
a box-office hit.

Coming All ract ions were complied by Sa m Sub1ty. Artwork by
]effKnei /e . Dates and times are subject to change.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ J

mension wh ich built the story into featured in the current film 2Days
something more complex than it in the Valley, and l iv Tyler prootherwise would have been had it jected a real sincerity that pulled
on! y told ofT he Wonders'overnigh t me in immediately and made me
feel very familiar with them even
success.
The acting in this film was ex- from early on.
All those interested in a music
cellent, helping to overshadow bad
writing and potentia Uy
cheesy scenes. Hanks
FLICK PICit: That Thing You Dol
played a substantially
smaller part than one
might expect, but this alUTIMG1 6 out of 10
lowed the you nger stars
to truly make the most of the opsuccess story should probably just
portunitytoshine. Other big names watch The Beatles Anthology the
strengthen the movie as well, in-, next time it is on PBS. But for anyeluding Chris Isaak as the band's one interested in a decent, funny
drummer's Uncle Bob. Younger film, going to see That Thing You
stars such as Charlize Theron, also Do! may be just the thing to do.

r---------------------------,

~

Embry, Tom Everett S cott and Steve Zahn are "The Wonders."

Relativity (Sat.10-11 pm., ABC)

Tammy Conway
Staff Reporter

Relativity: Relatively decent.

· ' You have a great fl ume,' says l eo
upon first meeting lsabe11e. For all
non-'Relativity' wa tchers, a flume
is the indentation directly below
your nose that ru ns dow n your li p.
The flume in q uestion belongs to
the female lead , lsabelle (Ki mberly
Williams), who is torn between two
men-her fiance, Everett, and a man
named leo(David Conrad)whoshe
meets in !tal y.
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Shear Madness is just sheer fun
Sam Sublty
Boston since 1980. As in the longEntertainment Editor
est consecutive run for a non-mul knew from the start that l was sical in American theater history
in for a good time when one of the and over $54 m illion grossed
main characters, a proprietor of a worldwide in the 16 years it has
unisex hair salon, began to mas- been produced. No wonder Playsage shampoo into the hair of a house officials are 'shearly' decustomer to the tune of the Village lighted.
People's bouncy "YMCA .' The rest
Stepping into the Allen Theof Shear Madness, a play hitting atre, the audiences pass into a
the Cleveland scene for the first world of combs,clippersand large,
time, was a laugh-a-minute as lo- padded chairs with plastic bowlcal humor interspersed with clever shaped hair dryers poised to desight gags combined for an overall scend on roller-bedecked heads
enjoyable night out.
like strange beings in one of Vidal
The Shear Madness concept be- Sassoon's wildest dreams. The
gan as Swiss playwright Paul ushers even wear stylists' smocks.
P o r t n e. r ' s
The setting for
Scherenschmitt , a
this farcical m urClose Up
serious psychoder mystery is a
small beauty salon
logical study UnQuotablestil twoindividuals,
named Shear MadThomas: Five plus
Bruce Jordan and
ness where foul
seven equals...twelve!
Marilyn Abrams,
play is about to ocRosetti: Wow, you
set down $50,000
cur. TheCieveland
must've gone to John
fort he rights to the
Police Department,
Carroll University.
play. They then
however, has the
tested it out after a
place staked out.
Shear Madness at
little reworking as
Sgt. Thomas plays
a corned y for the
the Urkel-type dePlayhouse Square
tective who soon
first time on a cold,
combines local humor
regrets his assignJanuary night in
and gags to make it a
Boston in 1980.
ment
to go undercut above the rest.
Soon their produccover for a trim in
tion was hot as
the madhouse sacould be and a sensation in Chi- lon . After Thomas sprints out the
cago, Washington, D.C., Tel Aviv, door, Rosetti (also the play'sdirecMelbourne, Barcelona-and now tor)makes his entrance as the cop
Cleveland.
in charge of this case butdisguised
PlayhouseSquareCenter'sAllen as a construction worker. Tony is
Theatre has started its open-ended the rather emotional and openly
run of Shear Madness with high homosexualsalonowner,and Barhopes. That's open-ended as in bara is his electric blue-haired asmore than 6,300 straight perfor- sistant.
mances in the play's birthplace of
When a ' used antiques' dealer

named Eddie and the matronly
Mrs. Shubert show up at Shear
Madness, the madness really begins. From an apartment above
the beauty shop, the piano playing of the once-great pianist Isabel
Czerny floats down. Tony flies
into a rage because he can't take
the music any more and storms
upstairs to put an end to it. Eddie
exits to find the restroom and returns with his hand mysteriously
covered in blood. Then all turns
10 utter mayhem as Barbara rushes
inscreamingmurder,thecopspull
their guns and the lights go out.
Here the fun begins for the audience. 'Ladies and gents, this is
where you come in,' says Rosetti.
At the end of a session in which
the audience actually questions
the suspects, Rosetti takes a vote
to determine the most likely suspect. And another twist-when
the play is over, Rosetti tells us
that the ending is different each
night depending on who the audience votes for.
At$20 to$25 a pop, the show is
a bit pricey fort he average college
budget, but it's definitely worth
seeing. The only part that was a
little overdone was the gay jokes.
During the play when Rosetti
questions the suspects, he asks for
everybody's blood type. 'What's
your type?' he asks the pinkshined Tony. Turning to the audience,Tony points to a middle-aged
man in the third row. ' Him.'
The show r uns Tuesday
through Saturday evenings at 8
p.m ., Sunday evenings at 7 p.m.,
and Saturday and Sunday matinees at 2:30 p.m.

lsabe1le re turns home to find
that adoring Everett has not onl y
named his latest CO-Rom video
game after her, but he also bought
a $350,000 house. Soon, however,
everyone in lsabelle's family k news
she has met another man. And
they're not very good at keeping
secrets.
Then th ere's leo's eccen tr ic
cla n. The recent dea th of his
mother h as forced his family to
come together phys icall y, altho ugh they haven't made it emotiona lly. The diverse group includes a grumpy gramps, a copout father, a reticent 17-year-old
brother, and a lesbian sister.
The plethora of cast members
makes for an interesting array of
characters. 'Relativity" is slightly
woman-oriented, however. (I can't
see men sympathizing with
Isabelle making the oh-so-hard
choice between two men, both of
whom are good guys.)
With such a fantastic start, the
plot could really go anywhere.
What 1 really want to know, however, is what exactly do they mean
by ' Relati vity'7
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Sheer Madness (top to bottom): Paul Floriano, Jacqi Loewy, Lissy
Gulick and Mitchell Mullen star in this comical murder mystery.

That Thing: (I tor) Tom Hanks, Johnathon Schaech, liv Tyler, Ethan

TV Rev 1ew:

Ill

Each weekend now through Sunday, Nov. 3,
Cleveland Metroparks offers fun for all ages with
1ts "Hayrides and Hoedowns' aut umn celebration.
:,ponsorq:l by WOOK 102.1 FM, the program includes haynd es
from 6·10 p.m and square da ncing from 7-10 p.m. Saturdays, Oct.
12, I9, 26and Nov. 2:and bot h hayridesa ndsquaredancingfrom 14 p m Sundays, Oct. 13, 20, 27 and Nov. J Price for adults 12 and
over is $6; children 2 11.$4; under 2.f ree. 'Hayrides and Hoedowns'
takes place at the Chalet Recrea tion Area, located on Valley
Parkway 111 MillStream Run Reservat ion in Strongsville. For more
inf ormanon, call 572-9990. •
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If you're interested in
becoming the Assistant
Entertainment Editor,
~all Sam at 397 -4398~

sponsored by the omce of
Student Activities

T.E.A.M. Week Schedule of Events
Sunday, Oct. 20-T. E.A.M. Week Mass10:30 p.m. in St. Francis Chapel
Monday, Oct. 21-Monday Night Football,
Pizza and Wings-9p.m. in the Wolf-NPot
Movies-"When a Man Loves a Woman"
amd "Clean and Sober"-7p .m.-Jardine
Rm.
Tuesday, Oct. 22-Motivational Speaker
Bobby Petrocelli-7p.m.-LSC Conference
Rm.
Wednesday, Oct. 23- The 2nd Annual
SMART BAR-Co-sponsored by Greek
Council-4:30p.m.-Atrium
Thursday, Oct. 24-A Night of Sharing and
Caring-7:30p.m.-LSC Conference Rm.
Friday, Oct. 25-Guitarist Jerry Hayes11:30a.rn.-lp.m.-Atrium
also at 4p.rn.-A Trip to the Country for
Cider, Doughnuts, and an Old Fashioned
Hayride! (sign up in Student Life Office)
Saturday, Oct. 26-Band "Hypnotic
Clambake" with opening act John Reillysponsored by Alpha Rho Omega-7p.rn.\AiC>lf-l\J-I'C>t
Haunted House Trip-Bp.m.-sign up in
Student Life Office
·
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land of Top 40 music

Andrew Schlegelmilch

may be doomed to a stunted musical perspective. Top40iscenamly
Mus1c is alive and well m the not the epitome of music. Man
Orient. It greets one on the sub- cannot live on Michael Bolton
way ramp, at many crosswalks, alone-nor should he.
and from the numerous restauOne area in which the japanese
rants and street merchants who exceed Amencans isthatof musisimply wam to attract the ears of cal im pons. British Pop is very hot
the mhabitams of central Tokyo. in japan. Talented groups come to
That's right, thejapanese listen w Japan and find success. For me,
music too.
the find of the year isagroupcalled
The Japanese music scene pul- the Cardigans. Look for them in
sates with the same force as the States-they're worth the efAmerica's. Rising stars fall just as fort and receive my prestigious
fastinJapanasintheStates. Music personalsealof approvaL A stunswresoccu py many street corners, ning female lead and energetic
andCD'sstill cost an armand a leg guitar and rhythm section make
with prices between $12 and $24. this band an all-around success ..
The selection available 10 the
Concerts are not as common
Japanese is just as big as one finds here. john Carroll
in the U.S. However, one style of University stusinger seems to dominate these- dents can choose
lection. Artists and groups like between a number
Sinon, Dean and the mega-star of local shows any
Hitomiall perform what we would night of the week
call Top 40 music, the kind a In Tokyo, however,
Clevelander might catch on 104.1 the small-venue scene is almost
WQAL FM. Because of the simi- non-existent and a ticket for a big
larity in styles and sounds, plus show like Oasis or The Cure might
the fact that the lyrics are mostly run around $50 to start. Besides
Japanese, it is nearly impossible that, Tokyo has limited space so
foranAmericanlike myself todif- the big venues are a little more
ferentiate between the groups.
difficult to land here. Bars and
Left to this, the people of Japan nightclubs areal ready crowded as
Fore1gn Correspondent

Better Now Than Ever: Better catch it now or never.

Jon01,dun Amn

JCU Play in final weekend
Sam Subity
Enterta1nment Editor

Tonight at 8 p.m will be the
fourth performance of Better
Now Than Ever, a play written
and directed by John Carroll
Umversity senior Scott Henkle
and performed on campus in the
Klein Television Studio of the
O'Malley Center. The production features a sma II but strong
cast of four, including threeJCU
students. Maureen DeMers is a
freshman from Newark, Ohio,
with previousactingexperience
at Akron's Weather vane Theater.

A senior English major from
Cleveland, Jim Miles is appearing in his first showatJCU. Also
featured IS freshman Andrea
Ostrowski. Better concerns the
struggle to define one's identity
and position in the face of the
looming end of both a century
and millenium. Are such definitions only myths created w
stabilize inherently unstable
life? Maybe more important
Does it matter? Writes Henkle
concerning his play: "Better Now
Than Ever is this performance,
no~hing else.'
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Staff Reporter

The john Carroll University
volleyball team rebounded from
a cough loss last week to pick up
convincing victories over Ohio
Athletic Conference
foes
Otterbein College and Baldwin
Wallace.
Coach Gretchen Weitbrecht
said there were a number of positive things the Blue Streaks took
away from their l.oss""to hio

Brian Murphy

ZUba: lndie band from Boulder, Colo. rocks Peabody's.
been touring for five years now
and are building up strong followings in cities such as San Francisco, Chicagoa nd New York They
have gigs anywhere from four to
six nights a week
This band knows how to play
and people are finally taking notice. Two of their songs can be
found in the recently released
movie Kingpin, although they
don't show up on the soundtrack
The good partis,Zuba will be back
again in March. So all jCU students who missed the show should
definitely check this band out the
next time around.
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Kevin Bachman

held back," said sophomore forward Jon Bowman. "But we got
excited because we needed a goal.
It's hard tosit back and relax when
you need to score."
Thankfully, scoring was not a
problemagainstCapitaL Ninedifferent players found the net as the
Streaks easily had their best offensive output of the season. Senior Adrian Del Busso led the attack with three goals and three
assists en route to being named
OAC Men's Soccer Player of the
Week. Brosnahan, senior Bob
Krupitzer and sophomore Greg
Martin each tallied two scores as
JCU took control of the contest
early and led 9-0 at halftime. Senior Ryan Caudill, juniors Jeff
Hunkele and Mike Pap, sophomore john Leiter and freshman
Nate Goshen also scored for the
Streaks.
"It's nice to get the win,firstand
foremost," Del Busso said. "Getting the win is more important
than getting the [Player of the
Week]award. It would be a greater
achievement to get theOACaward
against Hiram."

Northern on October l.
"As a result of that game, we
made some changes in our offense," Weitbrecht said . "Our setter [sophomore Leslie Dissell has a
few more options which can keep
us on the offensive."
The loss to Ohio Northern
broke the BlueSrreaks nine-game
winning streak. Since the john
Carroll Invitational, the Streaks
have won 12 of their las t 14

Junior goalkeeper Grant Mast
might as well have taken the day
off as he faced only one Crusader
shot (whrch he saved) in the first
half. Freshman Paul Habrect and
sophomore Patrick McCarthy split
time in thejCU net during the second half and faced one shot between them.
"As far as moving the ball
around,crossmg,and making runs,
our execution was up to par."
Brosnahan said. "But [our execution]rs partiallya result of Capital's
[lackof]ability. Hopefully, this win
will give us confidence against the
tougher[OAC] teams like Hiram."
The Streaks will need health as
well as confidence as they head imo
the final leg of the season.
"(The win over Capital) was a
good opportunity to get the starters some rest and let some of the
younger players havesomeexperience in a game situation," said Pap.
The Streaks (6-5, 3-2 OAC)
hosted Hiram on Wednesday and
will travel to Marietta on Saturday.
With more losses now than they
had all last season, the Streaks look
to be in danger of missing the

Saturday the Blue Streaks regained momentum in Westerville,
Ohio as they came away with an
easy 15-12,15-4,15-lOwin over the
Otterbein Cardinals. Sophomore
outside hitter Nicole Peterson said
the Blue Streaks' defense has been
the key to their improved play
Ia tel y.
"Our defense has really picked
up a lot,andourdesireisa big key,"
Peterson sa id. "We ra rely bea t
liealnsirn nree~.me"-111Mi

Offense breaks the game open with 34 second half points
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ASSistant Sports Editor

otball surges in second half

YES!
tao~

Steven R. Colaianni

Volleyball rebounds from conference loss with two wins
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Men's soccer loses at 8-W, thrashes Capitai14-0

Andrew isajohn Carroll University junior currently spending
a year attending college in Tokyo.

Staff Reporter

two songs prompted me to find
out more about the band,so 1went
to talk to lead singer/guitarist Usa
who was deep in conversation
with none other than the very
drunk woman.
Zuba are made up of drummer
Lester Wallace, Mark on the sax
and keyboard, bass player Sid
Green bud ~nd the attractive and
insightful Lisa. The name "Zuba'
comes from the term used to describe a waiter at the restaurant
where Wallace and Lisa both
worked. Lisa also said that the
word is found in other languages
and means"happy." The band have

11

Sooner or Iaten he men'ssoccer
team was bound to vent their offensivef rustration. Unfortunately,
no one told Capital University that
last Saturday wasJCU "Take Out
Your Aggression Day."
In their mosr lopsided victory
in recent history, the Blue Streaks
crushed an inexperienced Capital
squad, 14-0, at Wasmer Field last
Saturday. Priorto the contest, however,JCU had suffered a 2-1 defeat
at the hands of cross-town rival
Baldwin-Wallace.
Despite
outshootingB-W 31-ll the Streaks,
as they have all season, struggled
offensively in the match, managingonlyoneBradyBrosnahangoal
aga1nst the Yellow jackets.
After the loss, Coach Ali
!<azemaini expressed his disappointment to the players about
their failure to execute ~he game
plan of patience and ball control.
"We overlooked B-W, thinking
the victory was going to be handed
to us," said sophomore mid fielder
David Banulovic.
"Coach was right, we should've

David Kline

I
I
I
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it is, without the additional room
taken up by a band and the extra
crowd they may draw. Quiet conversation is out of the question as
well. I have yet to find a quiet
place. Most con versa tionsare spoken over the jukebox or over hundreds of other conversations.
Even with all the negatives I
have mentioned, l have not once
been bored or without something
to do. When the Japanese are not
working, or sometimes even when
they are, they avidly partake of
the entertainment industry.
Strangely enough, one of the
first things l have discovered here
is that America is not the center of
the world. We haven't cornered
any market in determining the way
the world spins.
The entertainment industry has
reserved
that
right.
Jim
Morrison once said, "He who controls the media controls the mind."
Maybe so, but it may be that he
who controls entertainment controls the world.

Zuba provides alternative to alternative
The flats were not the craziest
place to be on this windy Tuesday
night as l walked coward Peabody's
Down Under to see the Coloradobased band, Zuba. A funky beat
blared from out of the from door
while I tried desperately toexplain
to the door man that l wa on the
guest list. Between the rwo of us,
the phrase 'What'd you say?!" was
repeated at least 37 times.
Twelve people occupied
Peabody's, one of them a rather
drunk woman whoupsetmefrom
the verystarrwi.th her 'unplugged"
versions of every one of Zuba's
songs. If I was one of 12 people
sitting ina bar, which I was, I would
not dance across the floor, singing
and yelling like this woman was.
but that's just me. Even with the
distraction of the inebriated
woman,though,Zubaputonamix
of funky blues / jazz/soul songs
thatwereincrediblycatchy They
sound exactly like nothing that is
popular now which makes them
my new favorite indie band.
The show concluded with two
of Zuba's superior songs-the popsounding "Future People" and "BMovie,' which ended with an
amazing saxophone solo. These
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Sports Reporter

The Memorial Stadium
scoreboard read 7-7 during halftime of John Carroll Umversity's
Saturday night game against
Otterbein. In the lockerroom,
coach Tony DeCarlo told his players they had to face the facts.
"We had to face reality,"DeCarlo
said. "T histeam!Otterbeinlwasn't
going to fall down and die for us.
We had to make someadjustments
and come out fighting."
The Blue Streaks emerged from
the locker room firing on all cylinders as they put 34 unanswered
points on the board in the second
half to bury the Cardinals 41-7.
Senior linebacker London
Fletcher opened the half by fielding a squib kick and returning it
73 yards for a touchdown. That is
not a play one normally expects
from a linebacker, but Fletcher,
who was a running back in high
school and a point guard on the
john Carroll basketball team two
years ago, is not a normal linebacker.
"On the opening coin toss, we
elected to defer which we normally have done [in other games!
figuring the defense will get us
the ball," DeCarlo said. "If I had
mydruthersand had ittodoagain,
I would have taken the ball immediate! y. But as it turned out, London returned the kick and set us
m motion."
The second half belonged to
Blue Streak senior tailback
Carmen llacqua who put on a
show for the fans. With nine minutes left in the thtrd quarter, he

scored the first of his three second-half touchdowns on a twoyard run. Two miButes into the
fourth quarter, he scampered 36
yards for his second touchdown.
Ilacqua also completed the scoring with six minutes left in the
fourth quarter when he hauled in
a 23-yard touchdown pass from
sophomore quarterback Nick
Case rio.
llacqua finished his outstanding day with 156 yards rushing on
16 carries and three receptions for
41 yards. The 156 yards rushing
made him the first 1,000 yard
rusher/receiver in school history.
"He's a quality athlete, no question about it," DeCarlo said of
llacqua. "l have the utmost confidence in him as an athlete."
Overshadowed by llacqua's
record-breaking performance
were the some solid efforts by
Caserio and senior fullback Chad
Rankin. Caserio completed 13 of
23passes for 210 yards, one touchdown and no interceptions.
Rankin carried the balll2 times
for 68 yards and hauled in four
passes for 33 yards. He a !so scored
his first touchdown of the season
on a two-yard run in the fourth
quarter.
Otterbein (1- 3, 1-2 OAC) drew
first blood four minutes into the
game when quarterback Matt
D'Orazio connected with Dwayne
Rowley on a 29-yard touchdown
pass. The point after made the
score 7-0. But those would be the
only points the Cardinals would
score on the night.
The defense, although it allowed nearly 300 total yards,

stepped up at the necessary times.
Fletcher led the charge with 16
tackles. Senior linebacker Chris
Anderson had 14 tackles and defensive backs juniorJack Marinelli
(whoalsohad an interception) and
senior Scott Youmell added 12
apiece. The defense sacked
D'Orazio six times, with senior
defensive end Scott O'Donnell
chalking up two of them. junior
Bob juliana also had a fumble recovery.
"We came out pretty flat,"
Anderson said. "We weren't as intense as we needed to be. The tie
score[at halftime] made us realize
that we had to play better football."
"We had an emotional letdown
after the emotional high from last
week,"DeCarloadded. "Sometimes
it's difficult to get to an emotional
pitch and keep it for two or three
weeks in a row especially when
you're getting a team who isn't the
strongest in the conference."
This Saturday at Wasmer Field,
the Blue Streaks (4-0, 3-0 OAC)
will
battle
undefeated
Muskingum (4-0,3-00AC) at 1:30
p.m. Last year, John Carroll
outgained Muskingum 340 yards
to 55, but only came away with a
7-7 tie.
"The things that killed us were
turnovers," DeCarlo said. "Rest
assured, we'll remind them of the
turnovers. We're going to emphasize cutting down our errors."
"I feel good about the fact that
our kids prepare well for big
games,"headded. "Theyknowthat
they need to focus totally on
Muskingum."

NCAA tournament again this year.
And a nor her OAC loss m1ght also
endanger the team's chances of
making the OAC Tournament.
The team is still hopeful about its
postseason chances, however.
"We started the season off slow,

but we gained momentum after
winning the Wilmington Tournament," Del Busso said. "We shot
ourselves in the foot against B-W.
but hopefully we can do well the
rest of the season and regatn some
momentum."

Sophomore Jon Bowman speed-dribbles into Capital territory
during last week's 14-0 win.

have an attitude that we want to
do it."
Tuesday the Streaks returned
to the Don Shula Sports Center to
host the Baldwi.n Wallace Yellow
Jackets. The Blue Streaks and Yellow Jackets had met once already
this season at the John Carroll Invitational back on September 21.
In thesilver medal pooljCU came
out on top in threeclosegames,l510, 17-15a nd 16-14
~~~~~~~l~!4p,

Baldwin Wallace playedjohnCarroll rough in the Shula Sports Center. John Carroll took the first two
games with identicall5-9 scores,
but the Yellow jackets built an 114 lead in game three.
Carroll batt led back to tie the
game at 11-ll, but B-W held on,
winning game three 15-12. Coming back in game four, the Streaks
jumped out 14-7, but needed eight
match points to win thegame,1512. Baldwin Wallace falls to 9-13,
2-2 OAC
Senior outside hitter Katy
Perrone set another Blue Streak
record last week 1n addition to

IVIR~

semng the school record for career digs, she also now holds the
record for most games played as a
Streak with 394, breaking Leslie
Mahl'srecordof393,setfrom 19911994. Perrone currently ranks
fourth in the OAC with 359 kills
per game and lOth in the conference with just under four digs per
game.
Next up fort he Srreaks(l9-7, 21 OAC) is a home match Friday
l '

7,1-00AC).leadfngthe le.guefn
hitting percentage and boasting
the conference's top offensive
threat in Lee Ann Shoemaker, the
Pioneers come into the Don Shu Ia
Sports Center playing some good
volleyball,
according
to
Weitbrecht.
"Every time we step on the
court, we know we have to work
for a victory," Weitbrecht said.
"Marietta is having the best year
they have ever had. I think we are
starting to get better every time
we take the floor and defensively,
the flow is starting to come together."
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Monday Night Football
$2.25 Big Buds, Free pizza at halftime
Tuesdays
$1.50 Domestics Bottles
Wednesdays
Heineken and Arnstel Specials, 15 cent wings
Thursdays
The }anglers Unplugged, Guinness Specials
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Better Now Than Ever: Better catch it now or never.
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JCU Play in final weekend
Sam Sublty
Entertainment Editor

Tonight at 8 pm will be the
fourth performance of Better
Now Than Ever, a play written
and directed by john Carroll
University senior Scott Henkle
and performed on campus m the
Klein Television Studio of the
O'Malley Center. The production features a small but strong
cast of four. including threejCU
students. Maureen DeMers is a
freshman from Newark, Ohio,
with previous acting experience
at Akron's Weathervane Theater.

A senior English major from
Cleveland, jim Miles is appearing in his firstshowatjCU Also
featured is freshman Andrea
Ostrowski . Better concerns the
struggle to define one's identity
and position in the face of the
looming end of both a century
and millenium. Are such definitions only myths created to
stabilize inherently unstable
life? Maybe more important:
Does it matter? Writes Henkle
concerning his play:· Better Now
Than Ever is th1s performance,
no~hing else."

Music iS alive and well in the
Orient. It greets one on the subway ramp, at many crosswalks,
and from the numerous restaurants and street merchants who
simply want to amact the ears of
the mhabitants of central Tokyo.
That's right, the japanese listen to
music too.
The japanese music scene pulsates with the sa me force as
America's. Rising stars fall just as
fast injapan as in the States. Music
stores occupy many street corners,
and CD'sstill cost an armand a leg
with prices between $12 and $24.
The selection available to the
Japanese is just as big as one finds
in the U.S. However, one style of
singer seems to dominate theselection. Artists and groups like
Sinon, Dean and the mega-star
Hitomiall perform what we would
call Top 40 music, the kind a
Clevelander might catch on 104.1
WQAL FM. Because of the simi larity in styles and sounds, plus
the fact that the lyrics are mostly
japanese, it is nearly impossible
for an American like myself todifferentiate between the groups.
Left to this, the people of Japan
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land of Top 40 music

may be doomed to a stunted musical perspective. Top40 iscenamly
not the epitome of music. Man
cannot live on Michael Bolton
alone-nor should he.
Onearea in which the japanese
exceed Americans is that of musicalimports. British Pop is very hot
injapan. Talented groups come to
Japan and find success. For me,
the find of the yearisagroupcalled
the Cardigans. look for them in
the States-they're worth the effort and receive my prestigious
personal seal of approval. A stunning female lead and energetic
guitar and rhythm section make
this band an all-around success.
Concerts are not as common
here. John Carroll
University students can choose
between a number
of local shows any
night of the week
In Tokyo, however,
the small-venue scene is almost
non-existent and a ticket for a big
show like Oasis or The Cure might
run around $50 to start. Besides
that, Tokyo has limited space so
the big venues are a little more
difficult tO land here. Bars and
nightclubs are a!read ycrowded as

tt is, without the additional room
taken up by a band and the extra
crowd they may draw. Quiet conversation is om of the quesnon as
well. I have yet to fmd a quiet
place. Mostconversationsarespoken over the JUkebox or over hundreds of other conversations.
Even with all the negatives I
have mentioned, I have not once
been bored or without something
to do. When the japanese are not
working, or sometimeseven when
they are, they avidly partake of
the entertainment indus try.
Strangely enough, one of the
first things I have discovered here
is that America is not thecenterof
the world. We haven't cornered
any market in determining the way
the world spins.
The entertainment industry has
reserved
that
right.
jim
Morrison once said, "He who controls the media controls the mind ."
Maybe so, but it may be that he
who controls entertainment controls the world.
Andrew isajohn Carroll Uni-

versity junior currently spending
a year attending college in Tokyo.

Zuba provides alternative to alternative
David Kline
Staff Reporter

The flats were not the craziest
place to be on this windy Tuesday
nightas I walked toward Peabody's
Down Under to see the Coloradobased band, Zuba. A funky beat
blared from out of the front door
while !tried desperately to explain
to the door man that I was on the
guest Iist. Between the two of us,
the phrase 'What'd you say'/!' was
repeated at least 37 times.
Twelve people occupied
Peabody's, one of them a rather
drunk woman who upset me from
the very start with her"unplugged'
versions of every one of Zuba's
songs. If l was one of 12 people
sitting ina bar, which I was, I would
not dance across the floor, singing
and yelling like this woman was.
but that's just me. Even with the
distraction of the inebriated
woman,though,Zuba put on a mix
of funky blues/jazz/soul songs
that were incredibly catchy. They
sound exact! y like nothing that is
popular now which makes them
my new favorite indie band.
The show concluded with two
of Zuba'ssuperior songs-the popsounding 'Future People' and 'BMovie,' which ended with an
amazing saxophone solo. These

INSTANT CREDIT

Steven R. Colaianni
Assistant Sports Editor

Sooner or later the men'ssocce r
team was bound to vent their offensivefrustration . Unfortunately,
no one told Capital University that
last Saturday wasJCU "Take Out
Your Aggression Day."
ln their mosr lopsided victory
in recent history, the Blue Streaks
crushed an inexperienced Capttal
squad, 14-0, at Wasmer Field last
Saturday. Prior tot he contest, however,jCU had suffered a 2-1 defeat
at the hands of cross-town rival
Baldwin-Wallace.
Despite
outshootingB-W 31-11 the Streaks,
as they have all season, struggled
offensively m the match, managingonl y one Brady Brosnahan goal
against the Yellow Jackets.
After the loss. Coach Ali
Xazemaini expressed his d isa ppointment to the players about
their failure to execute ~he game
plan of patience and ball control.
"We overlooked B-W, thinking
the victory was going to be handed
to us," said sophomore midfielder
David Bartulovic.
"Coach was right, we should've

held back," said sophomore forward jon Bowman. "But we got
excited because we needed a goal.
It's hard to sit backandrelax when
you need to score."
Thankfully, scoring was not a
problemagainstCapital. Nine different players found the net as the
Sueaks easily had their best offensive outpur of the season. Senior Adrian Del Busso led the attack with three goals and three
assists en route to being named
OAC Men's Soccer Player of the
Week. Brosnahan, senior Bob
Krupitzer and sophomore Greg
Martin each tallied two scores as
JCU took control of the contest
early and led 9-0 at halftime. Senior Ryan Caudill, juniors Jeff
Hunkele and Mike Pap, sophomore john Leiter and freshman
Nate Goshen also scored for the
Streaks.
"It's nice to get the win,first and
foremost," Del Busso said. "Getting the win is more important
than getting the !Player of the
Week]award ltwould beagreater
achievement to get theOACaward
against Hiram."

junior goalkeeper Grant Mast
might as well have taken the day
off as he faced only one Crusader
shot (which he saved) m the first
half. Freshman Paul Habrect and
sophomore Patrick McCarthy split
time in the jCU net during the second half and faced one shot between them.
"As far as moving the ball
around,crossmg,and making runs,
our execution was up to par,"
Brosnahan said. "But lour execution]ispartiallya result of Capital's
!lack of] ability. Hopefully, this win
will give us confidence against the
tougher [OACI teams hke Hiram."
The Streaks will need health as
well asconfidenceas they head into
the final leg of the season.
'1The win over Capital] was a
good opportunity to get the starters some rest and let some of the
younger players have some ex perience in a game situation," said Pap.
The Streaks (6-5, 3-2 OAC)
hosted Hiram on Wednesday and
will travel to Marietta on Saturday
With more losses now than they
had all last season, the Streaks look
to be in danger of missing the

Kevin Bachman
Staff Reporter

The john Carroll University
volleyball team rebounded from
a tough loss last week to pick up
convincing victories over Ohio
Athletic Conference
foes
Otterbein College and Baldwin
Wallace.
Coach Gretchen Weitbrecht
sa id there were a number of positive things the Blue Streaks took
away rom theU" loss -w
io

Northern on October I.
"As a result of that game, we
made some changes in our offense," Weitbrecht said . "Our setter [sophomore Leslie Dissell has a
few more options which can keep
us on the offensive."
The loss to Ohio Northern
broke the Blue Streaks nine-game
winning streak. Since the John
Carroll Invitational , the Streaks
have won 12 of their last I 4

Saturday the Blue Streaks regained momentum in Westerville,
Ohio as they came away with an
easy 15-12,15-4,15-10 win over the
Otterbein Cardinals. Sophomore
outside hitter Nicole Peterson said
the Blue Streaks' defense has been
the key to their improved play
lately.
"Our defense has really picked
up a lot,andourdesireis a brgkey,"
Peterson said. "We rarely beat

two songs prompted me to find
out more about the band,so I went
to talk to lead singerI guitarist Li.sa
who was deep in conversation
with none other than the very
drunk woman.
Zuba are made up of drummer
Lester Wallace, Mark on the sax
and keyboard, bass player Sid
Green bud ~nd the attractive and
insightful Lisa. The name 'Z uba'
comes from the term used [0 describe a waiter at the restaurant
where Wallace and Lisa both
worked. Lisa also said that the
word is found in other languages
and means'happy."Theband have

been touring for five years now
and are building up strong followings in cities such as San Francisco, Chicagoand New York. They
have gigs anywhere from four to
six nights a week.
This band knows how to play
and people are finally taking notice. Two of their songs can be
found in the recently released
movie Kingpin, although they
don't show up on the soundtrack.
The good partis,Zuba will be back
again in March. So all jCU students who missed the show should
definitely check this band out the
next time around.
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NCAA tournamentagam this year.
And anotherOAC loss mrghtalso
endanger the team's chances of
making the OAC Tournament
The team is still hopeful about its
postseason chances, however.
"We started the season off slow,

but we gained momentum after
winning the Wilmington Tournament," Del Busso said. "We shot
ourselves in the foot against B-W,
but hopefully we can do well the
rest of the season and regain some
momentum."

--

Sophomore Jon Bo'Mnan speed-dribbles into Capital territory
during last week's 14-0 win.

Sports Reporter

The Memorial Stadium
scoreboard read 7-7 during halftime of John Carroll University's
Saturday night game against
Otterbein. In the lockerroom,
coach Tony DeCarlo told his players they had to face the facts.
"We had tofacereality,"DeCarlo
said. "Thisteam[Otterbeinlwasn't
going to fall down and die for us.
We had tomakesomeadjustments
and come out fighting."
The BlueStreaksemerged from
the locker room firing on all cylinders as they put 34 unanswered
points on the board in the second
half to bury the Cardinals 41-7.
Senior linebacker London
Fletcher opened the half by fielding a squib kick and returning it
73 yards for a touchdown. That is
not a play one normal! y expects
from a linebacker, but Fletcher,
who was a running back in high
school and a point guard on the
John Carroll basketball team two
years ago, is not a normal linebacker.
"On the opening coin toss, we
elected to defer which we normally have done [in other games]
figuring the defense will get us
the ball," DeCarlo said. "If I had
my druthers and had it todoagain,
I would have taken the ball immediate! y. But as it turned out, London returned the kick and set us
in motion."
The second half belonged to
Blue Streak senior tailback
Carmen llacqua who put on a
show for the fans. With nine minutes left in the rh1rd quarter, he

have an attitude that we want to
do it."
Tuesday the Streaks returned
to the Don Shula Sports Center to
host the Baldwin Wallace Yellow
jackets. The Blue Streaks and Yellow Jackets had met once already
this season at the John Carroll Invitational back on September 21.
In the silver medal pool,jCUcame
out on top inthreeclosegames, 1510, 17-15 and 16-14
-u.w~JWi:o.jj>~~~~.u:Jl~p,,

all surges in second half

Brian Murphy

Zuba: lndie band from Boulder, Colo, rocks Peabody's.
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Volleyball rebounds from conference loss with two wins

Offense breaks the game open with 34 second half points
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Men's soccer loses at 8-W, thrashes Capitai14-0
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scored the first of his three second-half touchdowns on a twoyard run. Two miRutes into the
fourth quarter, he scampered 36
yards for his second touchdown.
llacqua also completed the scoring with six minutes left in the
fourth quarter when he hauled in
a 23-yard rouchdown pass from
sophomore quarterback Nick
Case rio.
llacqua finished his outstanding day with 156 yards rushing on
16 carries and three receptions for
41 yards_ The 156 yards rushing
made him the first 1,000 yard
rusher/receiver in school history.
"He'sa quality athlete, no question about it," DeCarlo said of
llacqua. "l have the utmost confidence in him as an athlete."
Overshadowed by Ilacqua's
record-breaking performance
were the some solid efforts by
Caserio and senior fullback Chad
Rankin. Caserio completed 13 of
23passesfor 2l0yards,one touchdown and no interceptions.
Rankin carried the balll2 times
for 68 yards and hauled in four
passes for 33 yards. He also scored
his first touchdown of the season
on a two-yard run in the fourth
quarter.
Otterbein (l-3,1-2 OAC) drew
first blood four m mutes into the
game when quarterback Matt
D'Orazio connected with Dwayne
Rowley on a 29-yard touchdown
pass. The pomt after made the
score 7-0. But those would be the
only points the Cardinals would
score on the night.
The defense, although it allowed nearly 300 total yards,

stepped upatthe necessary times.
Fletcher led the charge with 16
tackles. Senior linebacker Chris
Anderson had 14 tackles and defensive backsjuniorjack Marinelli
(whoalso had an interception) and
senior Scott Youmell added 12
apiece The defense sacked
D'Orazio six times, with senior
defensive end Scott O'Donnell
chalking up two of them. junior
Bob juliana also had a fumble recovery.
"We came out pretty flat,"
Anderson said. "We weren't as intense as we needed to be. The tie
scorelat halftime] made us realize
that we had to play better football."
"We had an emotional letdown
after the emotional high from last
week,"DeCarlo added. "Sometimes
it's difficult to get to an emotional
pitch and keep it for two or three
weeks in a row especially when
you're getting a team who isn't the
strongest in the conference."
This Saturday at Wasmer Field,
the Blue Streaks (4-0, 3-0 OAC)
will
battle
undefeated
Muskingum (4-0,3-00AC)at 1:30
p.m . Last year, John Carroll
outgained Muskingum 340 yards
w 55, but only came away with a
7-7 tie.
"The things that killed us were
turnovers," DeCarlo said. "Rest
assured, we'll remind them of the
turnovers. We're going to emphasize cutting down our errors."
"I feel good about the fact that
our kids prepare well for big
games,"headded. "Theyknowthat
they need to focus totally on
Muskingum."

Baldwin WallaceplayedjohnCar·
roll tough in theShula Sports Center. John Carroll took the first two
games with identical15-9 scores,
but the Yellow jackets built an ll4 lead in game three.
Carroll battled back to tie the
game at 11-ll, but B-W held on,
winning game three 15-12. Coming back in game four, the Streaks
jumped out 14-7, but needed eight
match points to win thegame,l512. Baldwin Wallace falls to 9-13,
2-20AC
Senior outside hitter Katy
Perrone set another Blue Streak
record last week. In addition to

IYIR~

setr1ng the school record for career digs, she also now holds the
record for most games played as a
Streak with 394, breaking Leslie
Mahl'srecordof 393,setfrom 19911994. Perrone currently ranks
fourth in the OAC with 359 kills
per game and lOth in the conference with just under four digs per
game.
Next up fortheStreaks09-7, 21 OAC) i a home match Friday
I

.
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7, 1-00AC). U8dfngthe leaguefn
hitting percemage and boasting
the conference's top offensive
threat in Lee Ann Shoemaker, the
Pioneers come into the Don Shula
Sports Center playing some good
volleyball,
according
to
Weitbrecht.
"Every time we step on the
court, we know we have to work
for a victory," Weitbrecht said.
"Marietta is having the best year
they have ever had. l think we are
starting to get better every time
we take the floor and defensively,
the flow is starting to come together."
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Monday Night Football
$2.25 Big Buds, Free pizza at halftime
Tuesdays
$1.50 Domestics Bottles
Wednesdays
Heineken and Amstel Specials, 15 cent wings
Thursdays
The Janglers Unplugged, Guinness Specials
FRIDAY, OCT. 3
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from 9-1
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Women's soccer nabs 10-0 win
Matt Rayl

defender Danielle LaCour scored
the first goal of her career with
15:071eft before halftime, making
the score 5-0. The Streaks refused
to let up as they proceeded to score
two more times in the flrSt half.
"There'snotmuchyoucantake
out of a game like this," remarked
coach Kellie Leeman. "However,
we were able to play a few girls in
new positions so they could gam
the experience. Th1s kind of win
wtll give us confidence heading
into the final few games."
Klekam p agreed that the onesided affair was importa nt as the
Streaks head into the last two
weeks of the regular season.
"Winning by that many goals
gave usa chance to work on a lot of
things that needed improvement."
Leeman added that the team
wasabletogetamuch-neededrest
since the game was not as physically draining as the three overtime games they had played in the
pasrrwoweeks. After a slow stan,
she admitted to worrying that her
team might play down to the level
of their opponent. Her concern
turned out to be unfounded. She

thought tha t LaCour's fnst career
goal was one highlight of many.
"Everyone set individual goals
at the beginning of the year," said
Leeman. "Danielle's was to score
herfirstgoal.ltwasreallygoodfor
herroaccomplish that."
Carroll didn 't fare as well
against Capital on Saturday as
they lost their third conference
game of the season, 3-l. According to Leeman, a lack of concentration by JCU defenders resulted
in two goals insixsecondsforCapital. Shewasdisappointed that severalof her players weren'tready to
play from the start. Better focus
could have changed the outcome.
With five games left in the
regular season, the Blue Streaks
are healthy forthe firsttime since
early in the year. Freshman Laura
Mclntire returned last week and
played most of Saturday's game.
Junior starter Jen Lamielle, who
has missed the la st five games,
should be back in the lineup next
week The addition of these two
players gives Coach Leeman more
optionsfromwhichrochoose,nor
to mention increasing the overall

Senior Annie Klekamp practices on the front lawn between last
week's games against Lake Erie College and Capital University.
depth of rhe bench.
'laura gives us another solid
defender," said Leeman, 'and when
Jen comes back, I'll be able to use
her as an extra midfielder and
sometimes on defense."
The Streaks are sixth in the
OAC standings with four of their
last five contests being conference
matches. Since only the top four
teams make the playoffs, they will
have to finish strong in order to

have a shot at postseason play.
Klekamp believes this is still a
possibility.
"I think that we can make the
playoffs, as long as we keep working hard and try to win," said the
junior.
The Streaks visited the Hiram
Terriers Wednesday and play their
final regular season home game at
Wasmer Field Friday at 4 p.m.
against OAC rival Marietta.

Tennis teams tune-up Pagano takes cross country in stride
stack up against good competition "
Sports Reporter
The men's squad faced
The shone ned fall season provided the John Carroll University Edinboro, a Division llschool,and
men's and women's tennis teams local foe, Case Western Reserve.
with an early view of returning The Blue Streaks defeated
letterman and incoming fresh - Edinboro 5-3 but fell to Case 6-3.
Semor Pat
man, as well
Alle
and
as a look at
freshman
nat i 0 n a I
Mike Kovacs
competition
om
at the ole:or
w,
peted in the
TournaRolex Tourmenr.
nament at
B o t h
DePauw
teams expe([nd.) Unirienced vicversiry .
tories
There they
against
joined up to
strongoppo
Coach Debeljak win a match
nents, but
in
the
the
true
doubles
value of the
fall campaign comes in the pre- competition among many nationseason glimpse the coaches can ally ranked players.
The Streaks look to the spring
get of the new players
"!In the fall] I'm just trying to to build on last year'ssecond place
see who I have," satd men's coach finish in the Ohio Athletic Consee TENNIS, page 13
Greg Debeljak, "and how they

Mark Boleky

"[In the fall,] I'm just

Tying o see

o

have and how they
stack up against

good competition."

The Skiers' Edge invites all jCU students to come
and visit your neighborhooo's newest ski specialty
shop. Present your JCU I.D. for 10% off any
purchase during October.
*25% off any in-line skates or accessories
*Special JCU prices on all Oakley sunglasses
K2*Head*Tyrolia*Marker*Solstice*Columbia*Oakley
Chums*Wigwam*Switch*Hyper*Aipina*Vans*Atomlc
3471 Fairmount Blvd.
Cleveland Heights, Ohio 44118
(216)371-6900
5 minutes from ccmpus

runners in the Ohio Athletic ConStephanie Fox
ference. She has become the type
Sports Reporter
Every ream has a leader, an ath- of subtle leader that inspires her
lete like Cal Ripken, Walter Payton teammates to perform to the best
or Wilt Chamberlin who leads of their ability.
Pagano started herr:unningcatheir team by humble example,
strives to be the best and encour- reer in the seventh grade, ironiages their teammates to do the cally as a sprinter. She slowly
evolved into the 400m dash, then
same.
John Carroll cross country run- the 800m race and subsequently
ner Debbie Pagano is that type of to the mile.
By her sophomore year at Polead&. She resembles thase athletes by the simple fact that she land Seminary High School in Pohas established herself as a hard land, Ohio, she had become an excellentcrosscounworking runner
try runner. Three
and a humble
more years of
team leader.
training and sueOnly a freshcessful
high
man, Pagano has
school
running
led the women's
has
brought
ream in every
Paga no to the
meet so far this
present as a top
season, placing in
Blue
Streak cross
the top ten finishcountry runner.
ers in four of the
judging from
five contests. She
her
early success,
placed second at
it is evident that
both the Case
Pagano has made
Western Reserve
a smooth transiInvitational and
tion from high
the Hiram Invitaschool
to college
tional. Another Debbie Pagano
athletics. Shefeels
impressive performance by Pagano occurred in that participating in a disciplined
South Bend, Indiana at the Uni- sport like cross country has acruversity of Notre Dame's Nattona 1 ally been an asset to her college
Catholic Meet where she finished experience so far.
"I think running cross country
with a career-best time of 19:05.
helps,"
Pagano sa id , "because
Just five meers into the 1996
campaign, Pagano has stepped up sometimeswhenldon'thaveanyto the colleg1ate level and estab- thing to do, I just put things off,
lished herself as one of the top but when 1know that! have practice, l will make myself get th ings
done."
Pagano attributes her success
so far th is season to coach Kathy
Lanese and to her teammates.
"We really help each other,"
Pagano said. "We work hard toget her and as individual runners.
Our goal this year is to keep improving at each meet, and we are
definitely accomplishing that so
far We must improveasindividualsbeforewecan improveasateam
Flowers For All Occasions
and we motivate each other to do
Wedding Specialists
that."
3233 Warrensville Center
Road
Although small m stature at
ShaKer Heights, OH 44122
5'6', Paganoisagianron the course.
As a hum ble,quietcollege student,
one would never foresee the inrensecompetitivenessrhat lies inside her. She strives to improve
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Blue Streak golfers place high in fall matches -

Blue Streaks defeat Lake Erie and fall to Capital
Spo, ts Reporter
It's not of ten that a soccer team
willscoresevengoals in onega me.
But it's even more rare when they
score seven goals tn one half.
That's what the John Carroll
University women's soccer team
d1d as they dismantled
undermanned lake Erie College
10-0 in a nonconference contest
last Thursday at Wasmer Field.
lake Erie could only put ten playerson the field due roseveral injuries on rhw roster.
Led by junior Shan non
Sullivan, who broke her own
school record of nine points in a
game, the Blue Streaks (3-7-2, 2-3
OAC) broke the game open with
four goals m a span of four minutes. Sullivan finished the game
with three goals and four assists.
Senior Annie Klekamp benefited
from two of Sullivan's assists as
she scored her fourth and fif rh
goals of the season.
BecausejCUcontrolled the ball
for seeming! y the entire first half,
freshmangoalkeeperMauraGatto
only touched the ball once. junior
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daily, and has that same goal for
her teammates.
"We just need to keep improving,"Paganosrared. "We can build
off the endurance that we have
and continue to work hard to increase our distance and time in
practice."
ForPagano,thereisn'ranyrhing
complicated about running. Her
pre-race preparation consists of
norhingmorethaneatinganapple
and a bagel and makingsureshe is
wearing her lucky rainbow shoelaces, the ones she has been wearing since high school races. She
also pumps herself up before running by listening to inspiring
music like The Rocky Story.Even
in tight races, her method of concenrration issimplysinginga fasrpaced song to herself.
"l try not to think too much,"
Pagano said. "l sometimes need to
keep my mind off [running]."
Pagano'sfavoriteaspectof running is sharing it with her friends.
"I've always had great teammates," Pagano stated. "We have a
very close team this year, and we
encourage each other."
Her philosophy on running is
interesting: 'Sometimes you hate
rodoitand you may struggle along
the way, bur when youarcfinished,
you know you have really accomplished something great."
Last weekend, at the Mount
Union Invitational in Alliance,
Ohio, the women's team placed
sixth out of nine teams, and the
men finished lOth out of ll reams.
Pagano once again led the
women with a fifth place finish,
crossing the finish line at 19:56.
j unior PennyRoxasand freshman
Molly Mayer rounded our the top
20.
Another Blue Streak leader,
sophomoreJamesVan Dress,again
led the men's team, finishing 23rd
with a time of 28:16, his second
fastesttimethisseason. Freshman
Nick Sellers and junior Mike
Garberaalsoran well for the men's
team.
Friday the John Carroll cross
country reams travel to Ohio
Wesleyan University in Delaware,
Ohio,for the All-Ohiolnvitational
The women's race begins at 1:30
p.m. followed by the men's race at
2:00p.m.

Jill Jasinski
Sports Reporter
At the end of la st spring, the
members of the John Carroll University golf team were not exactly
celebratinggraduation. They were
losing two of the best players to
come through the program in
Brian Unk, recipient of the jack
Nicklaus Award for the best Division Ill golfer in the nation , and
Matt Glovna , two-time Ohio Athletic Conference medalist.
"There were some big gaps we
needed to fill ," commented coach
Mike Moran on the losses, "but we
still had a very good nucleus."
junior Ben Wilkins and senior
Steve Voinovich agreed. Wilkins
described the losses as "huge" bur
added thattheorherguys just pick
it up. Voinovich also recognizes
the losses but has confidence in
the new nucleus of golfers.
"The experience is what we're
going to miss the most," Voinovich
said,· but I think we're as good as
last year."
The Blue Streaks are proving it
with their performances. In rheir
first rwo tournaments of the fall
season, the Streaks rook second at
Ohio Wesleyan and first , behind a
medalist
performance
by
Voinovich, at Olivette. in Michigan. Voinovich also shared the
team lead at Ohio Wesleyan with
senior jim Hauman, carding
matching scores of 154. Hauman
also finished third overall at
Olivette with his second straight
score of 154, just six behind
Voinovich.

Tennis
continued from

.,.g.

The Blue Streaks also brought
home a fifth placefinish from the
Allegheny Tournament this past
Tuesday Many of the schools in
attendance
were from
D1vision II.
Moran
said
that
competing
among high
caliber we~e
squads enhances rhe
credibility
and position
of the john Carroll golf ream in
their bid for another nationaltournament appearance.
The returning players are no

strangers to success. Wilkins,
Voinovichandseniorjim Hauman
have all received NCAA AllAmerican honors in the past. Also

strength and rounding our the
ream's top five players are jumor
jeff Bars, sophomore transfer Will
Hickey. This line-up has allowed
the team to set
some preny
lofty goals.
"You've got
to have five
solid ktds [to
compete as a
college go! f
teaml, and
Coach Moran we're fortunate enough
to
have
twelve," said Moran. "Our goals
are obvious! y to win every tournament,especiallytheOAC. We're
going to have to work very hard;

"You've got to have five solid kids [to

compete as a college golf team], and

fortunate enough to have twelve."

this summer, Voinovich qualified
for the U.S. Amateur Tournament,
where he played a practice round
behind Tiger Woods. Addmgmore

Otterbein is always a challenge."
The golf ream swings into action again this weekend in a tournament at Baldwin-Wallace.
Then,His off to Myrtle Beach during fall break fora big 54-hole tournament to wrap up the fall season.
This tournament is the fall analog
of the NCAA Tournament Toreceive an invitation to the tournament in Myrtle Beach, a school
must finish in the nation's top
eight teams in the previous years
NCAA Tournament john Carroll
finished fourth m the nat1on in
Division lll in the 1996 NCAA
Tournament.
'We've beaten most of the
strong contenders already,' said
Moran .

i2

ference. Debeljakplanstousewhat
he-has seen this fall to construct a
strong team in the spring. He plans
to send his six strongest players to
each match to play both singles
and doubles.
The women's team participated
in three marches and two tournaments this fall. TheytookonCase
Western Reserve University, Penn
State-Be hrend College
and
Malone College in match play and
entered the Gamma Invitational
at Penn State-Behrend and the
Rolex Small College Tournament
at Kenyon College.
The Blue Streaks recorded a 2-1
record in mate h play. They fell to
Malone, and they brought home
the second place trophy from the
Gamma Invitational.
Senior Susan Okuley looks to
be a leader among the team's six
other returning lettermen and ten
competitive freshmen.
"We havesomegoodf reshmen,"
sa id Okuley, "and the fall is a good
time for everyone to come out and
play."
Leading the freshmen are identical twins Amy and Karen
Rizzuto, who spent much of the
fall exchanging positions, each
playing in the one and two singles
spots.
Coach Toby Perry was pleased
with the fall season and the experience that the many freshmen
gained. Three team members traveled to the Rolex Tournament to
face the nation's top Division li!
competition.
"We went for more experience,"
Perrysaid. "There was topcompetition there, and it was our first
rime attending."
Perry and his squad will return
to action this spring in attempt to
improve on last year's fourth place
finish in the OAC.

OK. If's
already
Oc1ober
and we
sttU havm't heard
froltl you!
If !JOU have a beef with
an!Jthif'lg if'l the paper or !JOU
n1inR we arc !JOUr favorite
pcop!c and reading lhc CN
cvcru Thursday is the
highlight of uour life. will
you please tell us?l Contrar!J to popular belief, we
arc not psucl1ic.
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Football

ran for 156 yards on 16
and caught three passes
41 yards last Saturday. He
scored four IDs. His
and receiving totals
him over the 1,000 mark in
career for both, making him
first ever 1,000 yard rusherver in school

I}OJrJnomOJ'e,

Volleyball

.._... ..,., .... recorded 83 assists, 19
and 5 service aces in two
lrn>~,trh,pc: last week. The 83
ts brought her career total
2,079 and made her only the
player in JCU history to
over the 2,000 assist mark.
.._....·''""' currently stands fourth
the conference with 9.66
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Women·s soccer nabs 10-0 win
Blue Streaks defeat Lake Erie and fall to Capital
Matt Rayl
defender Danielle LaCour scored
Spo, ts Reporter
the first goal of her career with
It's not of ten that a soccerteam 15:07lef t before halftime, making
will score seven goals in onega me. the score 5-0. The Streaks refused
But it's even more rare when they to let up as they proceeded to score
rwo more times in the first half.
score seven goals in one half.
That's what the John Carroll
"There's not much you can take
University women's soccer team out of a game like this," remarked
did as they dismantled coach Kellie Leeman. "However,
undermanned Lake Erie College we were able to play a. few girls m
10-0 in a non conference contest new positions so they could gam
last Thursday at Wasmer Field . the experience. This kind of win
Lake Erie could only put ten play- will give us confidence heading
erson the held due to several inju- 1nto the final few games."
Klekam p agreed that the oneries on thm roster.
Led by junior Shannon sided affair was important as the
Sullivan, who broke her own Streaks head into the last two
school record of nine points in a weeks of the regular season.
game, the Blue Streaks (3-7-2, 2-3
"Winning by that many goals
OAC) broke the game open with gaveusachancetoworkonalotof
four goals in a span of four min- thingsthatneededimprovement."
utes. Sullivan finished the game
Leeman added that the team
with three goals and four assists. wasabletogetamuch-neededrest
Senior Annie Klekamp benefited since the game was not as physifrom two of Sullivan's assists as cally draining as the three overshe scored her fourth and fifth time games they had played in the
goals of the season.
past two weeks. After a slow start,
BecauseJCUcontrolled the ball she admitted to worrying that her
for seeming! y the em ire first half, team might play down to the level
freshmangoalkeeperMaura Gatto of their opponent Her concern
onlytouchedtheballonce.junior turned out to be unfounded. She

thought that LaCour's first career
goal was one highlight of many.
"Everyone set individual goals
at the beginnmg of the year," said
Leeman. "Danielle's was to score
her first goal. h was really good for
her to accomplish that"
Carroll didn't fare as well
against Capi1al on Saturday as
they lost their third conference
game of the season, 3-l. According to Leeman, a lack of concentration by JCU defenders resulted
in twogoalsinsixsecondsforCapital. She was disappointed thatsevera! of her players weren't ready to
play from the start. Better focus Senior Annie Klekamp practices on the front lawn between last
could have changed the outcome. week's games against Lake Erie College and Capital University.
With five games left in the
have a shot at postseason play.
regular season, the Blue Streaks depth of the bench.
"Laura gives us another solid Klekam p believes this is still a
arehealthyforthefirst time since
early in the year. Freshman Laura defender,"saidLeeman,"and when possibility.
"I think that we can make the
Mcintire returned last week and ]en comes back, l'll be able to use
played most of Saturday's game. her as an extra midfielder and playoffs, as long as we keep working hard and try to win: said the
junior starter ]en Lamielle, who sometimes on defense."
junior.
Streaks
are
sixth
in
the
The
has missed the last five games,
The Streaks visited the Hiram
should be back in the lineup next OAC standings with four of their
week The addition of these two last five contests being conference Terriers Wednesday and play their
players gives Coach Leeman more matches. Since only the top four final regular season home game at
options from which to choose, not teams make the playoffs, they will Wasmer Field Friday at 4 p.m.
to mention increasing the overall have to finish strong in order to against OAC rival Marietta.

Tennis teams tune-up Pagano takes cross country in stride

•

stack up against good competiMark Bolek
tion."
Sports Reporter
The men's squad faced
The shortened fa 11 season provided the John Carroll University Edinboro, a Division II school, and
men's and women's tennis teams local foe, Case Western Reserve.
with an early view of returning The Blue Streaks defeated
letterman and incoming fresh- Edinboro 5-3 but fell to Case 6-3.
Senior Pat
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n a I i 0 n a l "[In the fall,] I'm just
Mike Kovacs
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versity .
tOri CS
There they
against good competition."
joined up to
st rongoppoCoach Debeljak win a match
nents, but
in
the
the
true
doubles
value of the
fall campaign comes in the pre- competition among many nationseason glimpse the coaches can ally ranked players.
The Streaks look to the spring
get of the new players.
4In the fall] I'm just trying to to bUJld on last year's second place
see who I have." said men's coach finish in the Ohio Athletic ConGreg Debelj•1k, "and how they
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The Skiers' Edge invites all JCU students to come
and visit your neighborhooa's newest ski specialty
shop. Present your JCU I.D. for 10% off any
purchase during October.
*25% off any in-line skates or accessories
*Special JCU prices on all Oakley sunglasses
K2*Head*Tyrolia*Ma rker* So lstice*Colu mbia*O akley

Chums*Wigwam*Switch*Hyper*Aipina*Vans*Atomlc
3471 Fairmount Blvd.
Cleveland Heights, Ohio 44118
(216)371-6900
5 minutes from canpus

runners in the Ohio Athletic ConStephanie Fox
ference.
She has become the type
Sports Reporter
Every team has a leader, an ath- of subtle leader that inspires her
lete like Cal Ripken, Walter Payton teammates to perform to the best
or Wilt Chamberlin who leads of their ability.
Pagano started herrunningcatheir team by humble example,
strives to be the best and encour- reer in the seventh grade, ironiages their teammates to do the cally as a sprinter. She slowly
evolved into the 400m dash, then
same.
john Carroll cross country run- the 800m race and subsequently
ner Debbie Pagano is that type of to the mile.
By her sophomore year at Poleads She. resembles these athletes by the simple fact that she land Seminary High School in Pohas established herself as a hard land,Ohio,she had become an excellentcrosscounworking runner
try runner. Three
and a humble
more years of
team leader.
training and sueOnly a freshcessf ul
high
man, Pagano has
school
running
led the women's
has
brought
team in every
Pagano to the
meet so far this
present as a top
season, placing in
Blue
Streak cross
the top ten finishcountry runner.
ers in four of the
Judging from
five contests. She
her
early success,
placed second at
it is evident that
both the Case
Pagano has made
Western Reserve
a smooth transiInvitational and
tion from high
the Hiram In vitato college
school
tiona l. Another Debbie Pagano
athletics. She feels
impressive performance by Pagano occurred in that participating in a disciplined
South Bend, Indiana at the Uni- sport like cross country has actuversity of Notre Dame's National ally been an asset to her college
Catholic Meet where she finished experience so far.
"I think running cross country
with a career-best time of 19:05.
helps,"
Pagano said, "because
Just five meets into the 1996
campaign, Pagano has stepped up sometimes when ldon't have anyto the collegiate level and estab- thing to do, I just put things off,
lished herself as one of the top but when I know that I have practice, I will make myself get things
done."
Pagano attributes her success
so far this season to coach Kathy
Lanese and to her teammates.
"We really help each other,"
Pagano said. "We work hard toget her and as individual runners.
Our goal this year is to keep improving at each meet, and we are
definitely accomplishing that so
far.Wemustimproveasindividuals before we can improve as a team
Flowers For All Occasions
and we motivate each other to do
Wedding Specialists
that."
3233 Warrensville Center
Road
Although small m stature at
Shaker Heights, OH 44122
5'6',Paganoisagianton the course.
As a h urn ble,quiet college student,
one would never foresee the intensecompetitivenessthat lies inside her. She strives to tmprove
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daily, and has that same goal for
her teammates.
"We just need to keep improving,"Pagano stated. "We can build
off the endurance that we have
and continue to work hard to increase our distance and time in
practice."
For Pagano, there isn't anything
complicated about running. Her
pre-race preparation consists of
nothingmorethaneatinganapple
and a bagel and makingsureshe is
wearing her lucky rainbow shoelaces, the ones she has been wearing since high school races. She
also pumps herself up before running by listening to inspiring
music like The Rocky Story.Even
in tight races, her method of concentration issimplysingingafastpaced song to herself.
"I try not to think too much,"
Pagano said. "I sometimes need to
keep my mind off [running]."
Pagano'sfavoriteaspectofrunningissharingitwith her friends.
"I've always had great teammates," Pagano stated . "We have a
very close team this year, and we
encourage each other."
Her philosophy on running is
interesting: "Sometimes you hate
todoitand you maystrugglealong
theway,butwhen youarefinished,
you know you have really accomplished something great."
Last weekend, at the Mount
Union Invitational in Alliance,
Ohio, the women's team placed
sixth out of nine teams, and the
men finished lOth out of ll teams.
Pagano once again led the
women with a fifth place finish,
crossing the fi nish line at 19:56.
JuniorPennyRoxasandfreshman
Molly Mayer rounded out the top
20.
Another Blue Streak leader,
sophomorejamesVan Dress, again
led the men'steam,finishing23rd
with a time of 28:16, his second
fastesttimethisseason. Freshman
Nick Sellers and junior Mike
Garbera also ran well for the men's
team.
Friday the john Carroll cross
country teams travel to Ohio
Wesleyan Universitym Delaware,
Ohio,for the All-0hio InvitationaL
The women's race begins at 1:30
p m followed by the men's race at
2:00p.m.
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Blue Streak golfers place high in fall matches -

Jill Jasinski
Sports Reporter
At the end of last spring, the
members of the John Carroll University golf team were not exactly
celebratinggraduation. Theywere
losing two of the best players to
come through the program in
Brian Unk. recipient of the jack
Nicklaus Award for the best Division Ill golfer in the nation, and
Matt Glovna, two·tim LOhio Athletic Conference medalist.
"There were some big gaps we
needed to fill." commented coach
Mike Moran on the losses, "but we
still had a very good nucleus."
Junior Ben Wilkins and senior
Steve Voinovich agreed. Wilkins
described the losses as "huge" but
added that theotherguys just pick
it up. Voinovich also recognizes
the losses but has confidence in
the new nucleus of golfers.
"The experience is what we're
going to miss the most," Voinovich
said," but I think we're as good as
last year."
The Blue Streaks are proving it
with their performances. In their
first two tournaments of the fall
season, the Streaks wok second at
Ohio Wesleyan and first, behind a
medalist performance by
Voinovich, at Olivette in Michigan. Vomovich also shared the
team lead at Ohio Wesleyan with
senior Jim Hauman, carding
matching scores of 154. Hauman
also finished third overall a t
Olivette with his second straight
score of 154, just six behind
Voinovich.

The Blue Streaks also brought strangers to success. Wilkins, strength and rounding out the Otterbein is always a challenge."
home a fifth place finish from the Voinovichandseniorjim Hauman team's top five players are jumor
The golf team swings into acAllegheny Tournament this past have all received NCAA All- jeff Bors, sophomore transfer Will tion again this weekend in a tourTuesday. Many of the schools in American honors in the past. Also Hickey. This line-up has allowed namem at Baldwin-Wallace.
atrendance
the team to set Then, it is off to Myrtle Beachdurwere from
some pretty ingfall break fora big 54- hole tourDivision ll.
nament to wrap up thefall seasonlofty goals.
Moran "You've got to have five solid kids [to
This tournament is the fall analog
~You've got
said
that
to have five of the NCAA Tournament. Torecompeting compete as a college golf team], and
solid ktds [to ceive an mvitation to the tournaamong high
compete as a ment in Myrtle Beach, a school
caliber we're fortunate enough to have twelve."
college golf must finish in the nation's top
squads enteam ]. and eight teams in the previous year's
hances the
Coach Moran we're fonu - NCAA Tournament. john Carroll
credibility
nate enough finished fourth 1n the nation in
and position
to
have Division Ill in the 1996 CAA
of the john Carroll golf team in this summer, Voinovich qualified twelve," said Moran. "Our goals Tournament.
their bid for a not her national tour- for the U.S. Amateur Tournament are obviously to win every tour'We've beaten most of the
nament appearance.
where he played a practice round namem,especiallytheOAC. We're strong contenders already,' satd
The returning players are no behind Tiger Woods. Addmg more going to have to work very hard; Moran

Tennis
continued from 'page i2
ference. Debeljak plans to use what
-he-has seeil this fall to construct a

strong team in the spring. He plans
to send his six strongest players to
each rna tc h to play both singles
and doubles.
The women's team participated
in three matches and two tournaments this fall. They took on Case
Western Reserve University, Penn
State-Behrend College and
Malone College in match play and
entered the Gamma Invitational
at Penn State-Behrend and the
Rolex Small College Tournament
at Kenyon College.
The Blue Streaks recorded a 2-1
record in match play. They fell to
Malone, and they brought home
the second place trophy from the
Gamma Invitational.
Senior Susan Okuley looks to
be a leader among the team's six
other returning lettermen and ten
competitive freshmen.
"We havesomegood freshmen,"
said Okuley,"and thefall is a good
time for everyone to come out and
play."
Leading the freshmenare identical twins Amy and Karen
Rizzuto, who spent much of the
fall exchanging positions, each
playmg in the one and two singles
spots.
Coach Toby Perry was pleased
with the fall season and the experience that the many freshmen
gained. Threeteammemberstraveled to the Rolex Tournament to
face the nation's top Division III
competition.
"We went for more experience,"
Perry said. "There was topcompetition there, and it was our first
rime attending."
Perry and his squad will return
to action this sprtng in attempt to
improve on last year's fourth place
finish in the OAC
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OK. It's
already
October

atldwe
havm't heard
froltl you!
If you have a beef with
anything in the paper or you
think we arc your favorite
people and reading the CN
every Thursday is the
highlight of your life. will
you please tell us?! Contrary to popular belief, we
are not psychic.

GOOD

WEEKLY
INCOME
procesaing mail for
national company! Free
supplies, postage! No
aeUing! Bonuses! Stan
immediately! Genuine
oppor1unityl FWISAS.E.:
T K C, SUITE 174

1861 I ·FIDBDL DY
BOLLliOOD,PL 33020

Volleyball

recorded 83 assists, 19
and 5 service aces in two
......._ ..... ., last week. The 83
~~em; brought her career total
2,079 'and made her only the
player in JCU history to
over the 2,000 assist mark.
IL-''·'"'-' currently stands fourth
the conference with 9.66

!L-'•·,.,... ,

Market Place

16

,... AD- ... ...... owlloro
lllolneoo: (2:161397-4398
Fu/Oorto: (2:181397·1729
Info: (2:181 397-1711

HELP

WANTED

Assistant needed for
preparation of high school
biology and chemistry
laboratories, 10-15 hrs/week.
Applicants should be limited
to Junior or higher science
majors or graduate students.
The pay rate is dependent
upon experience, and
scheduling is flexible.
Contact Tom Saporito, 216473-8168 (fax: 473-8093) .

-

Clooollled edo coot $2.50 tor the fll'tlt ten wordo $.20 lor e.c:h eddltlanal word. To
pl..:e • cl•ollled ed, It muot be typed or h...dwrltten c:l. .rly ..-! le&lbly oent to or
dropped oil ot the Carroll Newo office wlttl poyrnenL Cluollled edo will not run without
pr8-11oyment. Clooollledo will not be token...,., the phone. The deedllne lor c:looollled odo
lo noon of the Mondoy prior to publication

The Carroll News
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fundraisers for fraternities,
sororities, & groups. Any
campus organization can
raise up to $1 000 by earning
a whopping $5.00 I VISA
application. Call 1-800-9320528 ext. 65. Qualified
callers will receive a free tshirt.
Help Wanted. You can earn
$480 weekly by assembling
circuit boards/electronic
components at home.
Experience unnecessary,
will train.
Immediate
openings in your local area.
Call 1-520-660-7891 , ext.
C200.

M I

S C .

Lost gold crucifix, intramural
fields. Please call291-0826.
$Reward!
50 people needed that are
serious about losing weight.
Lose up to 30 pounds. 30day money back guarantee.
All natural.
Doctor
recommended . Call 3564706.

Custom color cover pages
and overheads!!! Use our
Dormitory proctor (20 hrs/
professional scanners to
week) needed for high school
customize your next cover
students. Proctor must be at
page for a research paper,
least 21 and a student or
overhead presentation, orfor
college
graduate .
any other of your scholastic
Compensation: Free suite Nature provides- we protect!
or personal needs. $12/
(and board) on the 140+ acre Part-time jobs for full time
page, discounts available-2
Gilmour Academy campus students. A Cleveland based
or more pages; quality paper,
in Gates Mills, OH. Contact environmer.tal protection
overheads, and assistance
Tom Saporito, 216-473-8168 group is looking for
Included FREE of charge.
committed, goal-oriented ,
(fax: 473-8093) .
Call 382-5840.
sincere individuals to
FOR SALE
Window cleaning . Flexible become members of our
Our
current
organizing
staff.
hours, no experience
needed . Paycommensurate campaign is to protect Lake Internet ready systems! 586/
with experience. Call for an Erie and northeast Ohio 133mhz, 8RAM, 850HD,
rivers from further pollution. MPEG video, 14.4 fax/data
appointment. 449-4865.
Casual dress, supportive modem, 8xCD-ROM, 16 bit
Hundreds of students are team atmosphere. Part-time sound, speakers, 14 inch
earning free spring break hours 4-1 Opm (flexible days monitor, 3 year warranty,
trips and money I Sell 8 trips with class schedules). Full $995. Call 403-6884.
and go free! Bahamas Cruise time hours 2-10pm M-F. Up
$279, Cancun and Jamaica to $325/week depending on Intel Pentium 166mhz,
$399, Panama City/Daytona number of days worked. No 16EDO RAM, 1.36gig HD,
$1191
Contact us at experience necessary, but MPEG video, 33.6 fax/data
www.springbreaktravel.com some college preferred. Call modem, 8xCD-ROM, 15 inch
Angela at 861-1989 to monitor, 3 year warranty,
or call 1-600-678-6386.
schedule an interview. Take $1749. Call 403-6889.
Wanted!! Individuals and a stand for Northeast Ohio!
student organizations to
'87 Dodge Daytonna,
promote spring break trips.
automatic, Florida car.
SITTERS NEEDED
Earn money and free trips.
Dependable. No rust. AM/
Call Inter-Campus Programs Couple living in Shaker FM Cass. $1200. Call 382at 1-800-327-6013 or contact Heights seeks JCU student 1794.
us at http://www.icpt.com.
on Tue. or Thurs. morning or
afternoon this semester to Cleveland Orchestra Tickets.
Help Wanted. Free T-Shirt + care for 10 month old child. for sale - $25 each I 8
$1000.
Credit Card Call Eric or Saraat991-1608. available. Saturday, Oct. 19,

·tlba

YOU uNnL T~<
$UNIMER OF 'lf7 !!

t

8:30 p.m. Brahms Piano
Concerto No. 1; Saturday,
Nov. 9, 8:30 p.m. Opera
"WheretheWildThingsAre."
Call 295-9567.
PERSONALS

Hi Wattsie, I've got you under
my skin. Love Cheeks.

Carla - Get some sleep
before you die of exhaustion!
Keep your muffins to
yourself.

Erin - congratulations

Karen and Amy - congrats
onyourtournament! Weare
all proud of you two!

Clarke - Clarke Ford!!!!!!

ALL IN THE FAMILY
ACROSS

1 Friendly
5 Spanka
10 Fraternity, lo.
14 Broad spread
15 Belief
16 Mwnil tribe
11 For leer thai
18 Greoi< nwklilplace
19 SUpply & demand sc1
20 Male par8lfla
22 Slrter or lxother

•
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24 Prlnl0f8 l1i8IISa'liO

25 Eldla pay

26 Perceived
29 Golfer~
30 Partalan rivet
34 Hear1ng a.ldo
36Fuu
36 Lesa fresh
37 Devoured
38 female olb/ltifP
40 Al.chor Fkimklg

41 Porfecl horseslioo

llvow

II Mr. Diamond
7 Blackbird: var1anl

46 Vacation spot

43 Healthcare org.

44 Mr. Colo and Tumor

8 Human

49 Groups o1 hoodlums

-45 Begkl
<48 &judicata
47 Pin polrt again

<48 Bor1nO tool
50 Vigor
51 Your peron/4' lallior3
54 Julia & Trlohe'5 Dlld
58 Troplcaltr..
58 Pkcher Ryan

81 Dlreclor Kazan
52 Region
63 Meal

prayer

84 Common contraction
65 Obs<wvti

88 Swine places
87 Beer:Siang
DOWN

1 Followa timber
2 TOfl'll)le rl Alhena
3Rolax

4 female perenb
5 Hollywood residents

47

room

SOE~tr-

9ThW

51 Stldentl' concemo
62 Steak Older

10 H//JaJy'a dought01
11 Placeo

12 On

53 Away from ttwl Wind

13

54 Speed COI'f8St

GillY'a Ded

55 llaaebal'a Matty
58 FfUil aldn
57 Thais In Elrooldyn
80 B....- 111-.

21 Flnlsli
23 S<;ulplur81
25 /oMJe olbllng
26 Llol.,.
27 •... your cake and too !•
28 Astrodome, e.g.
29 Nowapaper notlceo
31 Home( a poem
32 Wonderfui:Siang
33 Artlal Max
36 Melody
36 Broadway sign

-

~~~~~~ffi

38 lca&aodowater
39 Prlnl0f8 , _ , ...

42 Your plf8fll3" fi'>OIIoer6
44 Yourslbllng'a....,.

P.O. Bo~461.Sct!enectady,Ni' 12301

~~~~~~~
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THE ONLY THING WORSE THAN WATCHING THINGS
HAPPENING IS NOT REPORTING THEM. SO UNCOVER A
STORY AND WRITE FOR THE CARROLL NEWS

The

Carroll

News

BRINGING CAMPUS INFORMATION TO YOU.

STRANGE WORLD

6UT HAROLD, I DIDNT

M~U

~J)~~~

._.Ill

-~~~ .. lit
the<* lit
The C-INewo
~oxa.JCUAdu
20700 North Pori< -ord
lkol-.lty Holahto, Ololo 44118

KING FEATURES

-1//r

by
Jeff
Pickering

-

Out On

A Limb
by

A C>M DATE. i~
~m~o11~ 'flho
sho1o111 up 1o1earin9
a T"'~~~~ C>ird
T -r.hlrl.

ir.

11om~on~ ~ho

11ho~o~s

Tw~~11

up ~o~ilh a
C>ird

tattoo.

Gary
Kopervas

George~

by
Mark
Szorady

"Why can't we be a fun
family like them ?"

